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House leader:
Nothing safe
from Kentucky
budget cuts
By BRUCE SCHREINER
As_ iateci Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Nothing is safe from possible
cuts as Kentucky lawmakers try'
to p!ug a massive shortfall
looming over the state's next
budget. a leading House budgct
writer said Tuesday.
Funding for
elementary and
secondary public
schools
would likely
be the "very
last
place"
lawmakers
would look for
cutbacks tha
state's
next
two-year budget, House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee Chairman
Rick Rand told reporters.
"But if nothing changes -- no
new revenue, no economic
growth — it would be hard to
imagine how we get through the
second year without taking a
look at that." he said.
Lawmakers are struggling to
put together a budget because
the general fund has been
strapped by the recession.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo
said lawmakers face shortfalls
ot about S400 million in the
first year and about 5750 million in the second year of the
next audget cycle.
Whatever choices are made.
"it's not a pretty option."
Stumbo said 'Tuesday.
Rand, D-Bedford, said top
House budget writers are still
considering several options that
might be presented to rank-andfile House members as soon as
Wednesday. He declined to
specify, but said any new revenue to prop up the budget
appears to "be off the table."
Asked about possible budget
cuts, Rand said. "I would say at
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Fiscal Court approves CCSO budget
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
alloway County' Fiscal Court has
approved a 51.4 million budget and
tax settlement proposal by the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
During a special called meeting Tuesday
morning, Magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale,
Connie Morgan, Bobby Stubblefield and
Johnny Gingles approved a budget estimate by the shentT's office forecasting
S1,430,000 in receipts and 51,425, 500 in
disbursements for the 2010 calendar year.

C
BMus

Marcum

County
Judge Executtye

County
SPenfl

Balance and excess fees were listed at
S4,500.
Sheriff Bill Marcum told the court the
budget proposal, which needs approval
from fiscal court before application can be
made to the state for funding needed to run
the office through the end oi the year, was
basically the same as 2009 and would likely not include any extra dollars for employee pay raises.
The Calloway
County
Sheriff's
Departrnent and other departments across
the state borrow operating funds from the

state during the year and pay the money
back after taxes are collected at the end of
each year.
Conceming taxes. Marcum said the
office has collected about 91.5 percent of
taxes due from county property owners: an
amount that is about the same if not a little
above average.
During discussion concerning the department's expenses, Marcum and JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins pointed out the

•See Page 2A

Essay
contest
deadline
Friday
By HAWIONS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he deadline to emer this
year's Steve McReynolds
Essay and Poetry Contest
is two dayaaway.
The contest was started to
honor Steve McReynolds, who
died in a car accident in July
2007. It is presented by the
Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, the
Steve McReynolds familY,:
Character Counts Coalition of!
Murray-Calloway Counti the;
Murray Ledger & Times anit:
Maytieid Printing.
This is the third year for the
contest and Alpha member and
contest chairwoman
Trish
Barton said she hopes it will last
for many years to come. She
said that once it gets past its
sixth year. it will have given
contest organizers a chance to
highlight all six pillars of character and ethical values that are
part of the local schools'
Character Counts curriculum.
values
The
include:
Trustworthiness,
respect
:
,
responsibility. fairness, caring
and citizenship.
This year's theme is citizenship and Calloway County
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. was chosen by organizers as a person
who exemplifies that characteristic. Coursey recently said he

T

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger Times
BOY SCOUT BREAKFAST: Chris Hatcher, the new football coach at Murray State University, was the keynote speaker
at the annual Friends of Scouting Breakfast lor the Aiottewaita District. Hatcher spoke on finishing what you start and
being the best you can be at whatever you chc>ose to do. For more information, see tomorrow's Ledger & Times.

Obama team draws sharp Hill questions on budget
By STEPHEN OHLEMACHER
and TOM RAUM
Associated Press Wrrters
ASHINGTON (AP) —
Top administration officials hied to steer
President Barack Obama's new
$3.8 trillion budget through a congressional minefield on Tuesday as
the day-old plan drew fire from
Republicans and Democrats alike.

E See Page 2A
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In the first test of the spending
blueprint
on
Capitol
Hill,
Democrats took shots at the budget's proposed hits on some
favored programs. including cancellation of the U.S. mission to
return to the moon and a spending
freeze on Army Corps of Engineers
projects.
Republicans generally contended
it didn't go far enough to trim

deficits while increasing taxes too
much.
New Hampshire Sen. Judd
Gregg, the top Republican on the
Senate Budget Committee. said
Obama's promise to freeze some
domestic spending for three years
was more symbolism than substance. "Sure. it's the nght senti-

•See Page 2A
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40s

40s
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Dan Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday. .Mostiy sunny.
Highs in the iower 40s. North
winds 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Thursday . Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
rain. Highs in the mid 40s
Thursday
night...Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of rain. Lows in the mid 30s
Friday.. Cloudy with a 50
percent chance of rain. Highs in
the mid 40s.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of rain
and snow. Lows in the lower
30s.
Saturday Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of snow
Highs in the lower 40s.
Saturday
night...Mostly
cioudy with a 20 percent chance
of snow. Lows in the mid 20s_
Sunday...Mostly
cloudy
Highs in the mid 40s.

Concerned Taxpayers gather
to discuss latest hot topics
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Cap and Trade, health care.
stimulus funds arid the Federal
Communications
Commission, among others,
were all hot topics for the
Concerned Taxpayers of
Calloway County at their first
meeting of 2010 Tuesday
night.
Close to 30 people attended
the meeting, which was led by
David Roos and held at the
Calloway County Public
Library'. After a brief introduction and discussion of topics.
Roger Dunn spoke of his
upcoming trip to the National
Tea Party convention, hosted
bv Tea Party Nation. in

Nashville.
Dunn will leave Murray
Thursday afternoon and spend
the weekend at the convention, attending seminars on
how to set up and get the word
out about political tea party
rallies. He will also anend a
banquet Saturday night where
Sarah Patin will be the
keynote speaker.
"There seems to be some
controversy over the event,
though," Dunn said. "The Tea
Party Nation is a for-profit
group. Our group is non-profit
and some other tea party
groups will be protesting the
cost to get into the convention

El See Page 2A
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Dan Walker performs
Your Declaration," an onginai composition. at Tuesday night's
meeting of the Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County. He said he was inspired to write
the song from the perspective of the Declaration of independence and what it would say tO
us today if it could speak.
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II Essay contest ...

Kentucky

From Front

meals at the awards bamquet, as
well as the cash prizes and other
was proud to be this year's honexpenses.
oree because being a productive
l'rish said she wanted to
citizen is important to him and
remind all potential contest parPaducah man given 25 days for chasing children
he encouraged young people to
ticipants that a cover page must
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP) — A judge in Paducah has sentenced d
give back to their corninunities.
be
man
include
to 25 days in jail for chasing children on a school playground
d
and
should
be
Barton said that more than 15
vvith his truck..
judges - most of whom are attached to the entry to make it
According to published reports, 45-year-old Vvallace Orlando
retired teachers - will look ai official. The page must contain
McCoy will serve his sentence on weekends, so he can keep his
the
title
of
the
essay
or
poem
entries next week after Friday's
job.
deadline. She said parents of the and the name. address and
McCoy entered an Alford plea in December to chiu-ges of wanwinners and the schools where phone number of the author. If
ton endangerrnent and having a gun at McNabb Elementary
the
author
is
school,
in
the
grade
the children attend will be notiSchool.
fied by next Friday, Feb. 12. She and school name should be
He was charged in April 2009. accused of chasing several chilsaid this will be the first year included. Barton noted that the
dren
after his son was pushed to the ground during a scuffle.
first-pla
ce winner for the last
there will be three winners in
Circuit Court Judge Jeff Hines told McCoy this week his
each category. The categories two years was home-schooled.
response was wrong. but the court assumed that he could have
The entry must be typed, douare: Grades 3-5, grades 6-8,
struck the children if he intended to.
g,rades 9-12, adults and Murray ble spaced and have one-inch
State University students, as margins. For grades 3-5, the
Auto dealer bill clears House
well as the poetry contest, entries should be one to three
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky' House passed a bill
which is open to high school pages. Sixth grade to adult
Tuesday seeking to give Kentucky auto dealers a chance to
KYSER LOuGH.teugier & Times
students and adults.
should be two to four pages
WALL DECORATIONS: Students browse a wide selecti
on of reclaim the businesses they lost amid the auto industry's downBarton said there has been long. Entries must be submitted
posters. from movies to fine art, during a poster
sale
this turn.
very good participation from no later than 4 p.m. on Friday, week at the Gums
The measure, which now goes to the Senate, is a response to the
Center at Murray State University
schools so far this year and said Feb. 5. They may be sent to The
efforts by General Motors Co. and Chrysler Group LLC to close
the Alpha Department was Murray Ledger & Times, P.O.
hundreds of its deaJerships around the country.
appreciative of several unso- Box 1040C, Murray, KY 42071.
The bill would apply to any attempt in Kentucky to set up a new
licited donations it had recently Essays may also be delivered in
dealership in the same area where a previous dealership was
received for the contest from person to the security desk of
From Front
S90.000 as set by the state. closed by the automakers.
several organizations. She said the Judicial Building
Under the bill, the new dealership would have to be offered first
at 312
Combined gross salaries for
this would help pay for the North Fourth St.
office's requirement to subsideputies was reported at to the dealer who had his business closed as part of the downsizdize payment of deputies for
ing. It would apply to any effort to start a new d -dership within a
S720,000.
duty at the Calloway County
10-mile radius from the former dealership.
Dispatch salaries were listed
Judicial
Center.
The at $130,000 with equipm
ent
Administrative Office of the expense
'From Front
machines at race tracks, and the
s listed at $50,000. House OKs bill defining candidate's own funds
Courts
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP - - The Kentucky House has passed a
pays
only
S8
per
hour
of
Vehicle expenses were estimatbudget he presented to lawmakthis point that everything's on
ers last month assumed $780 each employees wages. Most of ed at $44),000. Employer Social bill that would define the personal funds of a political candidate in
the table. We're going to considthe state.
the departments deputies earn Secunty payment
million in gaining revenue.
s were reporter everything."
The bill stems from a federal appeals court ruling several years
about $10 to $11 per hour plus ed at $75,000
The gaming proposal has
,
postage
at
However. Stumbo said the
ago that said Kentucky could not limit the money a candidate
benefits. Ali costs in excess of S40,000.
appeared to be a nonstarter with
option of seeking new revenues
spends on his or her own campaign.
the AOC's allocations must be
lawmakers this session.
Training and travel was listed
was "not out of the question."
Rep. Larry Clark. the bill's sponsor. said Tuesday that state law
paid by the department includ- at $14,500. Security
Beshear met with House
'
patrols
at doesn't define the personal
He said the situation hasn't
funds of a candidate. The bill specifies
it'll; insurance and other benefits. Calloway County
Democratic leaders l'Aonday
Schools was personal funds
-"quite sank in yet to the point
as the assets of a candidate when entering a race,
To save dollars, Marcum said reported at $68,000
evening. Afterward, the gover.
Total
offi- :where we can get a read on
income from various sources and a share of assets the candidate
most overtime assignments go cial expenses was
nor told reporters that every
reported at owns jointly with a spouse.
..that."
to part-time deputies when pos- $1,182, 500 with $30,000
option deserves to be considdue to
"I don't think that there's
sible.
the county treasurer for an annugoing to be a general tax ered. signaling he hasn't given
Senate votes to open primaries to Independents
In the budget, the sheriff's al loan and $213,000 due
to the
- increase," said Stombo, D- up on the proposal. But Beshear
FRANKFORT Ky.(API — The Senate has apploved a bill that
cornpen
sation
is
listed at state treasury for the year.
.Prestonsburg. "I don't think acknowledged it will be difficult
would allow registered Independents to vote in Republican
and
- anybody is promoting that. But to pass this session.
Democratic primaries in Kentucky.
Asked on Tuesday if he was
what you may see is some closThe measure passed 25-12 largely along party lines with
.'ing of loopholes" that could hearing any talk of reviving the
Republicans overwhelmingly- favoring it. It now goes to the
:emerge, along with matters gaining issue, Stumbo replied,
Democratic-controlled House where its chances for passage
duction
From
Front
of
the
Fairnes
s
"No,
but
when they see the
". dealing with "tax faimess."
Doctrine. He recalled a time appear slim.
. Rand said crafting a spending options, it may get better look- I estimate they're earning close where the
Republican Sen. Jimmy Higdon of Lebanon said the legislation
station was required
to $5 rnillion on registration and to play
*plan for the budget's first year ing."
simply would allow more Kentucky voters to participate in pria
certain
amount
of
pubMeanwhile, Beshear rolled
banquet tees alone.appears "manageable."
mary elections plagued by low turnout. But Democratic Sen.
lic service prograinming.
"But when we get to the gee- 1-.04J(Lak- P9iPPS'i staig ilighwW; Aukop r4ud he *PAW- be ii.eaug
Juilian
Carroll of Frankfort was among Democrats who were
"Back
then.
we had very limitond year is ,where -we really plan Thestirif*tat mita fetUlear- to the event with an.open mind ed media."
unwilling to allow the state's 185,622 independents the potentia
DeLanc
ey
l
said.
"But
Billiog sLite gralieder- and would britta information
have difficulty and• where ive - Ay
things started to change ... now to sway the outcomes of the major party primaries.
back to present.
have a lot of tough choices to al funds and bond sales for projwe have thousands
radio and
ects through fiscal 2016.
The group discussed another
make," he said.
televisi
on stations across the
Beshear said in a statement regional rally to be held coincidFederal stimulus money also
country and you can get as much
is expected to run out in the that his plan lays out a path "to ing with a national rally in
information as you want."
ensure
Kentuck
W'ashin
presy's MO
gton, D.C. by Glenn
budget's second year, further
Because of the wide availabilLAS VEGAS (AP) — Jeff beforehand.
complicating
matters. trig highway improvement proj- Beck in August. After reviewing ity of information
available, Bridges and Sandra Bullock are
awards are voted on by.
last year's event which brought
Lawmakers are making contin- ects are realized.Fairness early favorites to win Oscars in a.ctive members of the Academ
The plan recommends a $300 in close to 700 people, there was DeLancey said a
gency plans in case another
y
Doctrine is unnecessary. With the top acting categories at the of
Motion Picture Arts and
round of stimulus money never million sale of state road bonds. general agreement to get anoththe
ability
Academ
to
Awards,
seek
y
.
various
oddsmakers Sciences, and tabulated
with about $155 million avail- er one organized.
arrives.
by
Roos took some time befire sources for information, he said said Tuesday.
accounting
": Rand said there would likely able for new projects. The rest
firm
the
responsi
"Avatar
bility
"
is
is
with
conside
the
lisred
the PricewaterhouseCoopers.
- be public support for some fur- would be used to finish state the main presentation to criticize
the Recovery and Reinvestment tener or viewer to find the infor- favorite among 10 nominees for
-.1her belt-tightening by state projects.
Ladbrokes, a British company
best picture.
Act of 2009, arid a local recipi- mation.
:government. However, once
•liks bran / Esolvdry Lake
that accepts bets online, lists
"I like to listen to a lot of things,
John Avello, executive direcent of some of the stimulus
:people see the full magnitude of
It se,eks $330 million for new
Mo'Nique of "Precious: Based
money, the Murray-Calloway and the reason is so 1 can try and tor of the race and sports book on the Novel 'Push'
:potential cuts, especially in the bndges over Lake Barkley and
By
figure out what the message is at the Wynn Las Vegas casino,
.
;:second year, "there may be Kentucky Lake in western Transit Authonty.
Sapphire" and Christoph Waltz
tabbed
myself.
Bridges
I've
been
as
a
finding
2-3
favorite
that
"What is offensive to me is
''some momentum to do other Kentucky, and $611.1 million
some people take everything they to win best actor for his role in of "Inglourious Basterds" as
:things," he said.
through fiscal 2016 for bridge that they're getting $1.9 million
heavy 1-8 favorites to win for
froin the stimulus fund and hear as truth. Of course there: "Crazy Heart."
"I think as we go forward and replacement work statewide.
their supporting roles.
Avello
equally
has
are
Bullock
things
on
at
the
evenfight side
where do you think the govem'-they see the type of cuts ... it
The govemor also called for
Eckstein, who listed Waltz
ment got that money'? They're that are just as out there, and there money for best actress for "The and
-could change their mind on $112 million from a second sale
Mo'Nique as an even heavBlind
Side"
on
on
but
the
said
left
side,"
he
was
he
sursaid.
stealing
.-some of them." he said.
it from our grandchilof bonds for highway improveier favorites than Ladbrokes,
prised
the
DeLanc
football
ey
ended
drama
his time by
was
dren," Roos said.
Revamping Kentucky's tax ments around Fort KDOX.
said the nominees are overThe main presentation at the taking questions from the audi- nominated for best picture.
-a.system has been mentioned by
It also calls for $1.9 billion
whehningly ahead of their com"I
was
blindsid
ence
and
ed
thankin
by
'Blind
g
them
for
meeting
lissfsome lawmakers as a possibility through fiscal 2016 for the procame from Greg
petition.
Side,'
and
I'm
up
tening.
in
the air
help deal with the budget posal to build two new Ohio DeLancey, who used his experi"'There are just certain years
The next meeting of the about the others," he said.
.•:-woes. A small group of lawmak- River bridges linking the ence in the radio business to
where it's so ovenvhelming you
Benjami
n
Eckstein
Concern
,
ed
presiden
Taxpaye
t
rs
will
speak
be
on the possible reintro:.-ers is working on a plan that Louisville area with souther
n
of syndicated newspaper odds just put it on their seat,"
March 9 at 6 p.m.
:.-could make sweeping changes Indiana. The total assume
s
column America's Line, listed Eckstein said. "'There's no con7.to the tax code.
$1.44 billion of "innovative
"Avatar" as a 1-2 favorite for test, just give the Oscar out."
Gov. Steve Beshear has urged financing" to be determined by
best picture with "The Hurt
Eckstein said he thought races
:lawmakers to legaliz,e video slot a bi-state authonty.
l,ocker" an even money con- would be closer for best actress
WASHINGTON (AP) -- hard by Wall Street's meltdow
n
tender.
— where past Oscar winner
Mt Ittt
Executives in AIG's financial in 2008 and still
hasn't repaid
The 1-2 odds for "Avatar" Meryl Sweep is nominated as
products division are getting all
of the $180 billion the govmean that a bettor would hypo- chef Julia Child in "Julie
&
$100 million richer, and the
thetically need to gamble S2 to Julia" — and best picture.
emment gave to rescue it from
White House pay czar calls the
win,SI. But the odds are just for
1001 %%Anal Ave. • Murray. KY 42071-1040
financial disaster. Feinberg told
Bookmakers picked Kathryn
bonuses "outrageous."
"Good
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Morning fun, because Nevada casinos Bigelow as the favorite to win
However, Kenneth Feinberg ABC's
don't take wagers on contests the best director
Oscar for "The
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:(K) p.m.• Closed Sat. St Sun.
said the payments are contractu- America" on Wednesday that he
where the outcome is known Hurt Locker.
usltig whateaci ieverage he
"
al ootigations entered into years
ago. And he pointed out that has to get that money retumed
Alice ROUSE, Publisher
.arouse@rnurrayledger.com
AIG executives have pledged to to the taxpayers.
Greg Travis. Editor
edittir4Pinurraykdgencorn
repay $39 million out of $45
Feinberg said the contracts
Chris Woodall. Advertising Mgr.
ads@murray ledger.cum
million in previous bonuses to that obligate the company to
From Front
building among both Democrats
Jill Stephen.s, Classifieds Mgr.
classifieiggmurrayledger.corn
the U.S. Treasury.
and Repubiicans that "deficits
pay the bonuses expire in
Circulation
circulation@hrnurrayledger.com
ment but it doesn't get you anyThe insurance giant was hit March.
matter, tax cuts are not free.Rita Boggess. Business Mgr.
rboggess4murrayledger.com
where,- Gregg said. "It's small
"The American people want
ball. It's not even a bunt."
to see their leaders coming
r, in one sign of possiState Senate approves bleHoweve
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Bridges, Bullock tabbed as early Oscar favorites
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CIA: al-Qaida likely to attempt attack inside U.S.
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J.D. Williams. 80, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb.
2, 2111U, at 9:40
p.m. at Murray-Calloway' County Hospital J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Horne is in charge of arrangements.

Santa G. NAM
Santa G. Nathu, 80, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb.
2, 2010, at 2 p.m.
Spring Crezk Health Care. Imes-friiiier Funeral Home
is in charge
of arrangements. Online condolences
may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.
at

Max Lowery
The funeral for Max Lowery will be Thursday
at I I a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro.
Martin Severns will
s
officiate. Entombment will follow at the Murray
*
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be from 4 to 8
p.m. today (Wednesday) at the funeral home.
Mr Lowery, 60, Murray, died Saturday, Jan. 30,
2010, at 4:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A Marine veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a self-emp
loyed
auto wholesaler and was of Baptist faith. Bom Oct. 10,
1949, in
Calloway County, he was the son of the late James
Russell and
Gertha Louise Jon,:s Lowery. One sister. Sue Lowery
Joyce. also
preceded him in c'eath. Survivors include one daughter
, Lacy M.
Lowery. Denton, l'exas; two sons, William Russell
Lowery.. Seoul,
South Korea, and Brock Wesley Lowery, Paducah:
one sister, Vicki
Fahy and husband, Michael, Memphis, Tenn.; one brother,
Jerry
Lowery and wife, Sancira, Nashville, Tenn.; stepmother,
Mary Sue
Cothran. Murray.

Timothy L. Patterson
A graveside service for Timothy L. Patterson will
be today
(Wednesday)at 2 p.m. at the Farmington Cemetery. Rev. Rusty
Wirt
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Eddie Patterson Sr., Kent
Patterson
Jr., Harry Shelton, Mike Dillon, Charles Bell and Teddy
Elkins.
Visitation is now at the Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield
.
Mr. Patterson, 48, Mayfield, died Sunday. Jan. 31, 2010, at 12:25
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. He was of Baptist
faith.
Pre.ceding him in death were his parents, Jimmy L. and 011ie
Jean
Jones Patterson, and one brother, Ronald Patterson.
Survivors include one daughter, Misty Patterson, one son,
Bradley Patterson, and one granddaughter, Megan Wilson,
all of
Mayfield; two brothers, Kent Wayne Patterson, Sr. Mayfield,
and
Robert Bowden. Fulton: several nieces and nephews.

WASHINGTON (AP)-AlQaida can be expected to
attempt an attack on the United
States in the next three to six
months, senior U.S. intelligence
officials told Congress Tuesday.
The terrorist organization is
deploying iveratives to the
Unitcd States to carry out new
attacks from inside the country,
including "clean" recruits with a
negligible trail of terrorist contacts. CIA Director Leon Panetta
said.
The chilling warning comes
as Christmas Day airline attack
suspect
Umar
Farouk
Abdulmutullab is cooperating
with federal investigators, a federal iaw enforcement official
said Tuesday.
Al-Qaida is also inspiring
homegrown extremists to trigger
violence on their own, Panetta
said.
The annual assessment of the
nation's terror threats provided
no startling new terror trends,
but amplified growing concerns
since the Christmas Day airline
attack in Detroit that militants
are growing harder to detect and
moving more quickly in their
plots.
"The biggest threat is not so
much that we face an attack like
9/11. It is that al-Qaida is adapt-

The funeral for Gerald D. Thompson was today (Wednesday) at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home.
Benton. Rev. Gary Frizzell and Rev. Mark Thweatt
officiated. Burial was in the Horn Cemetery.
Benton.
Mr. Thompson, 65. Benton, died Sunday,
January 31, 2010, at his residence in Benton.
He was retired from Continental General Tire
and Marshall County Parks and Recreation where
he managed the bail fields. He was also a member
of Olive Baptist Church and of Alford Lodge 925
of Free and Accepted Masons in Aurora. He was
Thompson the son of the late Phillip H. Thompso
n and
Charlene Lovett Thompson.
Survivors include
his wife, Linda Bufford Thompson; one daughter, Kimberly
Derington anti husband. Lance, arid one son, Bradley Thompson, all
of Benton; one brother, Gene Thompson, Hardin; two grandchildren, Wade Derington and Lakyn Derington.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Michael
Jackson's family
believes involuntary manslaughter charges against th.e pop
singer's physician would be
"just a slap on the wrist," attorney Brian Oxman said this
morning.
Oxman told CBS•"The Early
Show" that Dr. Conrad Murray.
displayed recklessness in dispensing powerful drugs to help
Jackson sleep, warranting a second-degree murder charge.
Involuntary manslaughter-the
charge prosecutors reportedly
plan to seek - carries a maximum jail sentence of just four
years.
"That is just a slap on the
wrist. and a slap in the face,
because Michael Jackson was
someone who we knew was in
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Mueller said they know such
cooperation can result in shorter
sentences or other consideration
from the govemment.
Mueller also said that a new
FBI-CIA interrogation team created in August to replace controversial CIA interrogations had
been used several times already.
That seemed to contradict
what Blair told Congress in
January. He said at a hearing on
Abdulmutallab that he thought
the interrogation team should
have been used to question the
suspect but later clanfied his
remarks to say that the teams
were not used be.cause they were
not yet fully operational.
Intelligence officials confirmed Tuesday the High-Valtie
Interrogation Group is not yet
fully formed but said joint interrogation teams are available for
use.
Panetta confirmed that the
agency participates on the tearb,
though not in a lead role.
"They're backup. but they
are doing some of the interviewing," he said.
Hundreds of terror suspects
have already been convicted in
civilian federal courts, including
convicted shoe bomber Richard
Reid.

WIN!!!
Your Heart's Desire

s499 s399 s449

danger of being brought to his
knees, brought his death, by the
use of these medications,"
Oxman said.
Murray's attorney said the
doctor is ready to surrender to
authonties if prosecutors file
charges. While there is no public
timetable for charges to be filed
against Murray. there are strong
indications the move is inuninent.
Murray, who has a practice in
Houston, came to Los Angeles
last weekend and spent Tuesday'
afternoon meeting with his
newly assembled team of three
lawyers. The district attorney's
office ha.s not said if it will file
charges but lead defense attorney Ed Chernoff said Murray is
ready for such a move.

M/kRKET

Nidal Hassan was accused of
single-handedly attacking his
fellow soldiers at Fon Hood,
Texas, killing 13.
National
Intelligence
Director Dennis Blair said with
changes made since the Dec. 25
attack. U.S. intelligence would
he able to identif.y and stop
someone like the Detroit
bomber before he got on the
plane. But he warned a more
careful and skilled would-be terronst might not be detected.
FBI Director Robert Mueller
defended the FBI's handling of
the Detroit attempted bombing
attack, disputing assertions that
agents short-circuited more
intelligence insights from the
Nigerian suspect by quickly providing him with his Miranda
rights to remain silent.
Mueller was asked by Senate
Intelligence
Committee
Chairwoman Dianne Feinstein.
D-Calif., whether the interrogation of Abdulmutullab continues
despite the fact that the suspect
had already been read his legal
right to remain silent. Mueller
replied: "Yes.''
Mueller said that in "case
after case," terronsts have provided actionable intelligence
even after they were given their
nghts and charged with crimes.

t4.

-c..intortable Fainke
Ira A Nice Diirahlr'

Jacksons want harsher
charge against Murray

ing its methods in ways that
oftentimes make it difficult to
detect," Panetta told the Senate
Intelligence Committee.
Several senators tangled over
whether suspected terrorists
should be tned in civilian or Military court.
At the same time, a bipartisan
group of lawmakers introduced
legislation that would force the
Obama administration to backtrack on its plans to try Sept. 11
defendants in federal court in
New York and use military tribunals instead.
As al-Qaida presses new terror plots. it is increasingly relying on new recruits with minimal training and simple devices
to carry. out attacks. Panetta said
as part of the terror assessment
to Congress.
Panetta also warned of the
danger of extremists acting
alone:
"It's the lone-wolf strategy
that I think we have to pay attention to as the main threat to this
country," he said.
The hearing comes just over
a month since a failed attemp: to
bring down an airliner in
Detroit,
allegedly
by
Abdulmutullab, a Nigerian. And
the assessment comes only a few
months after U.S. Army Maj.
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'Main Street' column
celebrates 21 years

The first "Main Street- col- dails
umn appeared twenty-one years columns she
ago on February 2. 1989. Walt loved, was
Appersmi, then publisher of the actually
a
Murray Ledger & Times, asked physician
me to write a column after an here in town.
op-ed piece I wrote about movWhen I
ing from New' Jersey to Ken- told her he
tucky was published in 'The New was a synYork Times and then re-print- dicated
ed in Louisville's Courier Jour- writer, she
nal.
was disap- Main Street
A much-beloved Ledger & pointed
By Constance
Times columnist had died the
Alexander
" H e
year before. and though no one sounds like Ledger & Tries
could take his place, there was the kind of
Columnist
room in the paper for anoth- commoner local columnist.
sense doctor
When Walt proposed the Murray would have."
she said.
idea of a column, he gave me stare that if Gott were
to hang
time to think of a title and to his shingle in Kentuc
ky.. it
sketch out a couple of stories. would definitely' be
in Murray.
Beyond that. the only guideMuch has changed in Murlines he gave me were sim- ray in these twentyone years.
ple: "Nothing political and noth- The small-town
atmosphere has
ing controversial."
morphed into a suburban feel.
So my career as a pundit Gigantic houses
have materibegan.
alized around town and counThe title "Main Street" ty the way' daffodil
s sprout in
seemed appropriate because, as the spring.
a native of a town in New
W'e have more restaurants
Jersey similar in size to Mur- and more retail outlets
owned
ray, I knew that Main Street by out-of-town
enterprises; and
was often the source of a com- a number of
local businesses
munity's history and heritage. have locked
their doors for
'Though strip malls and good in the face of
that commega-stores were already leav- petition.
ing a mark and changing die
Murray State University has
landscape of many conununi- set the pace for
FRANKFORT -- This week. our Kentucky Constitu
consistency of
tion's Bill sound
what we can to support eachl
ties around the country in 1989, architectural design,
and cam- the State Senate reaflinned Ken- of Rights so that everyone is The patient
other by buying from Maittt
Main Street was somehow the pus landscaping continu
tuckian
s'
inaliena
ble
nghts. We clear that wc arc a free peo- would
es to
be
Street in our communities. This't
heart of most towns.
create a wonderful aesthetic passed legislation to encour- ple. free to worship as we see able
to
bill promotes small businesse4
age public employers to pur- fit, free to carry arms.
Still. whenever I get lost, image for MSU.
free to view the
which are the main source of.;,
finding Main Street seems to
Throughout the twenty-one chase Amertcan products anti choose our own doctors, free image, but
ncw job creation in the Unitservices and gave preferences to work where we choose
be a good way to get my bear- years of "Main
and would not
Street,- the
cd States.
ings.
Murray Ledger & Times has to Kentuckians seeking Ken- make sure that our tax dollars be required
Furthermore. SB 45 gives
tucky state contracts.
Wnting a column in Mur- faced the same challenges
can't
be
used
to
termina
te inno- to.
that
preference to Kentucky resiWe also passed legislation cent unborn life.
ray for twenty-one years has are confronting
Ultranewspapers to help local
dent bidden in Kentucky state
jails save money.
been is a profound pnvilege. large anti small,
In addition, SB 3 will help sounds are
urban and
construction projects.
Recentl
y,
it has seemed that ensure transparent and account- regula
I have learned so much from rural.
rly
It is right that the state
our cherished liberties have able government by
Week In
readers - those vvho applaud
directing given
To stay ahead of the trend, been under
employ Kentuckians whenever
siege
local
and
what 1 write, and those who readers can now
state governments to before the
Review
find out the
possible and practical since it's
We are bombarded by' nevvs make public information
are critical. I have been deeply local news online
By Sen. Ken
avail- pros edure
Kentuckians' that own tax dolthese days. from Washington, D.C. that our able
through the Internet.
Winters
impressed with the way peo- and a Message Board
so
no
extra
lars that arc being spent.
is avail- second amendment right to bear
Unfortunately, due to a party- Lost would
R-Murray
ple read the local newspaper. able to air opinions on
Filially. to reduce local jail •
a vari- arrns rnay he chipped away. line vote (21-16
S the bill failed
They pay attention to the ety of issues. With the
costs, I voted for Senate Rill
new one of our main economic to win the 23 votes necessa
ry ineurred hut the woman would 47 that require
stories it covers and soinetimes media
offering
s non-indigent
additional engines, coal, that provides
to pass a constitutional amend- stand to gain that
point out the issues that it does options for readers
much more state prisoners in county jails
, the ML&T with cheap utility' rates that ment.
infomation about the process. to pay a medical
not address. When anyone is has continued to explore
co-payment •
ways attract jobs and families. is
I remain vigilant in safeSB 38 also specifies that when receiving medical
part of an event that seems to serve local needs, well
care.
aware now a dirty word, that our pri- guarding our basic values and the
physician-patient meeting Treatment would still he
important, a call to the news- of the newspaper's
prorole in main- vale relationship with our doe
will look tor more opportuni- held before an abortio
n he con- vided to those who cannot pay
paper is at the top of the list taining an informed
democra- tors may be undermined or ties in the future.
ducted
in person rather than anything.
to get the word out.
cy. Since February 2, 1989, I even severed. and that our tas
For several years, the Sen- via phone or videoconterenc
e.
I am available by toll-free
Who in this town has not have written almost
two-thou- dollars may be used to
ate has passed bills to strengthAs with arty invasive med- message line, 1-800-3
eounted on Jo's Datebook to sand columns, close
72-7181,
abortion
s.
en the "informed-consent" ical procedure,
to a milthe woman and would be happy to dishelp fill the seats of a local lion words. Readers have
Similar legislation has been clause for women seeking
been
abor- deserves no less than the most cuss any of
yokir questions or
concert,
performance or generous in their praise and introduced in other state leg- tions only to see the legislacomprehensive information and comments regarding
this week's
public event?
precise in their criticism. I am islatures as both liberals and tion blocked by the liouse.
have her questions answered.
issues or anything else. The
conservatives
In the years before my moth- honored to be a columni
increasingly
Senate Bill 38. passed early
st and
The Senate also passed both toll-free message
TTY line is
resent the federal government's this week, will direct the
er died. she was a loyal sub- it would be a high
doc- Senate Bill 54 and Senate Bill I -800-37
point of
2-0305.
interference in their personal tor or a certified technic
scriber to the Murray Ledger my life if there are another
ian
45 to protect Amencan jobs.
twen- lives
For more information on
& Times. She loved getting ty-one years ot -Main
working with the doctor to SR 54 requires public
Street"
employ- pending legislation and the GenEnough is enough.
the paper each day in the mail, ahes.d of me.
conduct an ultrasound.
ers to purchase uniforms and eral Assembly,
you can vit,it
That is why I voted for
and what she read shaped her
Women seeking an abor- safety' equipment manufac
Thank you for your support
tured the Legislative Research C'omSenate
Bill
3, the 21st Centu- tion would be provided with
impression of our community. of. The Murray
in
the United States.
Ledger & Times ry Bill
mission
website
of Rights. which will the ultrasound and explanation
at
"There's so much good news and "Main Street." Read
With the economy in its www Irc.state.ky.us.
Main add several new provisi
ons to of what's shown in that ultra- current conditi
in Murray'," she'd say, remark- Street onlme at www.mu
on,
we
must
do
r.
ing on photographs of local rayledgercom
Contact the
landmarks and happy school columnist directly
To the Editor:
at conrespectfully to temperature
children. For a long time, she stancealetander@newwavec
Global warming caused by
om
decreases(cooling) and increasthought that Dr. Gott, whose m.net.
increases in the average earth
es (warming). Mr. Rose has
temperature has received much
picked only one of the peaks .
media coverage in recent years.
Opinions expressed on the Fonan page do Whethe
which does show sea ice
r or not global warmnot necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the ing is occumng seems to be warniing is not occurring and of twenty
increas
ing because of cooling.
percent in arctic sea
a matter of opinion among non- that in fact global cooling is ice in 2007 which increase The data depend on where.
Murray' Ledger & Times..
when, and how to make meastaking place. He bases this con- relates to global cooling
scientists.
.
urements_ Measunng the earth's
However, most scientists clusion in part on data in an
Howeve
r,
Mr.
Thomas
has
Mt RIM
studying this phenomenon agree article written by another carefully selected only a small temperature is indeed a diffithat global warming is occur- columnist. David Rose, in the part of an extensive data col- cult task. Measuring sea ice is.
ring, but some scientists think London Daily Mail. Mr. Rose lection by NSIDC that shows one of several ways to investigate global warming.
refers to data in a report by that from 1979 to 2009
otherwi
se
the
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
I would urge people to not .
In your January 18 issue the U. S. National Snow and average amount of sea ice has
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
the columnist Cal Thomas Ice Data Center (NSIDC1 that decreased which indicates glob- rely solely on an article wntten by one person but rather
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
strongly asserts that global correctly shows an increase al warming.
The amount of sea ice is use the Internet and other
based on orbiting satellite data. sources for extensise informaAlice Rouse, Publisher
Avousefahnurrayledger.corn
A graph of sea ice shows a tion on this matter. Mr Thomas
t;mg Travis, Editor
Mitor4rnuTayledger.com
general trend of decreasing sea could have supported his arguf:hris Woodall, Advertising Mgr.
sids4Anurrayledgerrom
ice that is consistent with glob- ment by noting that in anothJill Stephens, Classifieds Mgr.
classified@murrayledger.com
al warming over the thirty year er NSIDC report the accuracy'
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
Circulation
citrulation(asmurra.ledger coin
period. The graph line does have of some of the data collected
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed
Rita lioggess. Business Mgr.
rhoggess4muirayledgercom
to
peaks and valleys depending in early' 2008 is in ermr.
itorOmurrayiedger.corn.
Dr. Harry Conley
on the particular time the data
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Murray Art Guild plans solo
exhibition of photographs

Jo's
Datebook
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Murray art Guilt! yid! esent a solo rxhi•
hition
p'••••••graiiii.
•'
Homes titled "Perceptions"
work consists of obsersailimal and criainse ptiona
graphs of everyday life V+
lanai
t ist
an opening ret•eption will he F Fula. from (3
to N p.m. at the Guild, located at c011 North
4th SI., Murray.
'The guild insites es erynne in the communita to attend the reception. Light refrealtinents
%III be served. For more information contact
the guild at murrayartguild.org or 753-4059.

Genealogical Society to meet

t alloway County Genealogical Society will
meet Friday at I p.m. at the annex of Calloway
( runt!, Pullin. Library. Sid Easley will he the speaker.
For informaion call Susan O'Neill at 767-9062.
ReltiV for Life team plans rebate night
the
Wonders Relay For Life team will have a rebate night
Thursday from 4 to 9 p.m. at Backyard Burget

MHS Fastpitch Club to meet

Murray High School Fastpitch Cub will meet today (Wednead
ay)
at 5:45 p.m. in the M11S cafetena. Fund-raising events, field
work
and coming season will he on the agenda. Ali interested pet-mins are
invited. For more information eanail mwinchesterarmurrity fry.neta

Polar Plunge Rebate Night Thursday
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Terry and Beth Williams of South Fulton, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Anna
Elizabeth Williams of Benton, to James Chtiae Wallace of Murray.
Thc bride-elect is the granddaughter of Charlcs and Linda Glisson
of South Fulton and Mildred Williams of' McKenzie. Thnn., and
the
late Thomas Williams.
The gmom-elect is the son of Gary and Vicki Wallace of Murray,
He is the grandson of Ross and Lena Wilder. Mettle harrow. the late
Herman Wallace, and the liar Janie§ Farrow, all of Murray.
Miss W'illiarns is a 21)03 graduate of South Fulton High School
and graduated Cum Lau& from the lIniversity of Tennessee at
Islartin in 2008 with a degree in accounting and finance. She is
employed with Community Financial Services Hank at Benton
Mr. Wallace is a 2(101 graduate of Calloway County High School
and graduated in 2006 from Murray State Unisersity with a degree
in business management. He was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He is employed with Community Financial Services Bank at
Benton.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 20, 2010. at Westside
Baptist ("hun:h. Murray. with Pastor Glynn M. Orr otficiating.
Music will start at p.ni and the :eremony at 6 10 p tn. A roception
will follow at the Murray Country Club.
all relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Williams and Wallace

Lila Grace Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Dick in 2010
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dick of 2725 Roosevelt Rd.. Dexter. will
celebrate their 5(hh wedding anniversary on Saturday. Feb. 13. A
reception will be held at I p.m. at Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church. All relatives and friends are invited.
Mr. Dick and the former Lola Bell Burkeen were married Feb. 13,
1960. at I p.m. in Murray with J.C. Outland ofliciating. Witnesses
were Need and Millie Curd.
Mrs. Dick is the daughter of the late Robert and Eura Nell
Burkeen. Mr. Dick is the son of the late Leslie and Mary Dick. They
arc both retired professional painters.
Their three sons are Grant Dick and wife, Lim of Alm°. Randall
Dick and wife, Donna. of Dexter. and Mitchell Dick. deceased.
Their three grandchildren are Erin Moore and husband, Ben, of
Hardin. Sara Hill and husband, Stephen. ol Dexter. and Whitley
Wilson and husband, Thomas. of Almo. One great-grandson is Riley
Moore of Hardin.

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Fulton are
parents of a daughtet, Lila
Grace
Fulton.
horn
on
Wednesday. Nov. 18, 2009, at
1:41 p.m. at Munay-Calloway
County Hospital
The baby weighed 7 pounds
10 ounces and was 20 inches
long. The mother is the former
Lone Robinson. A brother is
Noah Fulton
Grandparents arc Jim and
Lenna Fulton and David and
Cindy Garrett of Benton.
Great-grandparents
are
Josephine Robinson and the late
J.D. Robinson of Murray.
Margaret Hall and thc late 011ie
Hall of Benton, Tilford and
Joyce Underv..ixid of. Paducah
and the late James Fulton

Mraz, Dannen Rice. Dave
Matthews and John Mayer.
Next on the set list will be
Abby Potts. a 17 year-old who
resides in Paducah. As a
younger artist, she uses music in
order to explain the feelings she
has that are harder to verbalize.
"I'm inspired to write mainly
because I really enjoy the
process of writing." said Potts.
She attributes the White Stnpes
as her reason for singing and
playing guitar, and the music of
Regina Spektor and Ingrid
Michelson as inspiration tor her
sound. As it home-schooled student since kindergarten. it's
allowed her to focus hcr time
and energy towards perfecting
her love of writing, music and
performance. She explains,
"Like everyone else, I've had
my share of hani times as well
as good times and it comes
through in my music."
Playing third will he Benton
native Josh Carlton. This 21year-old has been playing music
since 2(X)5, noting that it
became a huge part of his life,
and it has acted as a vent for a

variety ot. emotions. "I have
wntten over 2.0t) songs in the
past four years, recorded two
full-length albums with various
pmjects. recorded two Ertl and
acted as a pmducer for several
artists - most recently Ian
DeSilsa's 'Cpt. Nobody' EP."
His pedigree of artistic influences include Jason Mraz, Jack
Johnson, Gavin Degraw. and
Damien Rice. For now, people
interested in hearing his musical
stylings can check his EP out on
iTunes. called "The City
Within." hut he expects to he
hard at work, come spting, on a
new alhurn.
Wrapping up the showcase is
Kelsey Waldon's "Anchor in the
Valley" music project. She is a
21 -year-old from Barlow. and
has been playing guitar and
writing songs since she was 13
years old. "Waldon's delicate
voice mixes well with the old
time instrumentalization...the
music skirts all amund the south
while remaining fresh at each
turn," says Daybow bow, a
music critic from Dallas, Texas.
Her greatest musical influences

Rebate day for (:entriKid
A rebate day for Scott's Grove Baptist Church CentnKid Camp
Fund will be today (Wednesday) from I I a.m. to 9 p.m.(note new
times) at Gait l's Pizza.'Fen percent of. the sales from all receipts
collected will go to the fund Persons are asked to place your receipt in
the basket .11 thetaah register

Legion Auxiliary will meet
1,egion Ladies Alllillary 'lilt ir I will meet Thursday at

7 p in. at the Legion Veterans' Hall at tfil Bee Creek Dr., Murray.
Female spouse; and daughters of the seterans are invited The agenda will include the planning ;it future fundraisers and projects to
help veterans For more information c all 1
/73 President Twonya
Ritize at 293-3145

4-H Council will meet
Calloway County 4-H Council will meet 'Thursday at 5:30 p.m at
the Calloway County Extension Service.

MMS contmittee will meet
Murray Middle Sthool Curriculum & Instruction(.orninittee will
meet Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in Ms. Iiinton's room.

T()PS Chapter will meet
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter /469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library, For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday troni 7 to 8 p m
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information tail] 751 8419 iii 1
877-447-20(34

Stores will be open late
Stores in downtown Murray will be open until
beginning this week.

Free tax
preparation

Lila Grace Fatten

PRSSA will host songwriter's showcase

Special to tha Liadgar
W'as your last Valentine's day
out of tune? Let Murray State's
Public
Relations
Student
Society of America amp up this
year's special day for you.
On 'Thursday. Feb. 1 I. members of PRSSA will host a songwriter's showcase titled 'X's &
Y's for X's & O's'. The showcase will be held in the Curris
Center Stables and will begin at
8:30 p.m. Admission will be $3
for MSU students, and $5 for
non-students. 'X's & Y's for X's
& O's' will feature a collection
of male and female songwriters
from around the region. The
acoustic variety will feature
music from the genres of
Bluegrass and Folk with elements of Pop and Blues.
The showcase will open with
Ryan Gilchrist, a 20 year-old
from Benton. whose musical
stylings reflect pop and blues.
As a young artist, he finds inspiration in his everyday mutine.
"What inspires me is life.
events, and the love I have experienced," said Gilchrist. Some of
his influences include Jason

Polar Plunge Rebate Night will be at Mr. Gatti's PIZZA from
11
a.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday .all proceeds will benefit local special
Olympic pmgrarns

include Neil Young. June Carter
Cash and The Beatles. A new
alburn from Anchor in the
Valley was recently recorded in
Nashville. Tenn., and is scheduled to be released in late
February.
'X's & Y's for X's & O's' will
run from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Light refreshments will be provided.
The PRSSA was founded in
196/.1 to cultivate a favorable and
mutually advantageous relationship between students and pmfessional public relations practitioners. The PRSSA is a pmfessional stutient society that aims
to foster the understanding of
current theories and procedures
of the pmfession. appreciation
of the highest ethical ideals and
principles, awareness of ail
appropriate professional an,
tude, and an appreciation of
Associate Membership in PRSA
and eventually accredited membership. Today,. the PRSSA has
more than 9,600 members in
284 universities across the country.

Trained AARP soluntecrs will
be acailahle at the Murray
t'allocv a; Senior Citizens
Center, 61 17 Poplar St.. Murray.
to assist in filing personal
income tax forms, including
1040 1040A and 1040EZ. This
service will be free of charge
and v.111 be available each
Wednesday. beginning Feb. 3
through April 7 Persons must
makc appointments by calling
the center at 753-0929.

Hills
& Olfts
NM.6,11
%HARM
40 753-1725
1-800-472-8852
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CALLOWAY GETS

SECOND-HIGHEST
SCORING NIGHT OF
SEASON IN ROUT
OVER LONE OAK

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

'Calloway County guard Brock Simmons slices his
way between Lone Oak defenders
Jack Coleman (left) and Cullen Pope as he puts up this shot
during Tuesday night's 8148 viDtury at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Simmons was one
of tour Lakers in double-figures,
scoring 19 points.

TOfelltlY
Sports Writer
Calloway County coach Bruce
J...ane looked forward to Thesday
night's matchup with Lone Oak as a
tangible measuretnent of his tearn's
progress since shifting to a more
uptempo style a week-and-a-half
ago.
Consider the test passed w:th flying colors.
The Lakers struggled in their initial meeting with Lone Oak on Jan.
12, also at Jeffrey Gymnasium,
before pulling away for a 10-point
victory.
On Tuesday, there was no struggle.
Calloway upped its offensive
production by. nearly 30 points and
cruised to an 81-48 rout of the
Purple Flash, winning its fourth consecutive game.
Senior guard Justin Hill fittingly
paced the Lakers on Senior Night,
finishing with a game-high 22
points, ten of which he scored during a first-quarter in which
Calloway built a quick double-digit
lead.
Hill set the tone for it hot shooting night from behind the threepoint arc, knocking down two trifectas in the first period.
"We're just more of a fast-paced
team." said Hill. "When we played
Lone Oak before, we weren't really
playing our style. Now we're just
getting back to it and trying to up
our tempo from what we were used
to."
The shift in mentality' has included a regression to a heavier relikince
on the three-point shot, which paid
off for Calloway on Tuesday more
so than at any other point this season.
The Lakers went 11-for-21 from
behind the arc, including lukx:king
down six consecutive triples in the
third quarter.
Brock Simmons finished with
five three-pointers while Hill added
three and Shawn Thompson and
Austin Lilly each knocked down
one.
"We're moving the ball better
than we have all year," said Lane,
whose team improved to 12-11 on
the season. "That's allowing guys to
have an extra second to get set and
take a shot. An extra second makes a
lot of difference when you're a
three-point shooter."
The Lakers turned in what was
perhaps their best offensive performance of the season on lliesday,
whipping the ball around the
perimeter. driving in and kicking
•See LAKERS,7A

Shauna night'
slaughter
FOCUSED LADY LAKERS END LAYOFF
WITH POUNDING OF LONE OAK
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer

. When Shauna Wicker was a
freshman. she looked around at
her nine classmates at Senior
Night 2007 and anticipated her
own Senior Night. one she
thought she would get to share
with some of her best friends.
But as it turned out. Senior
Night 2010 turned into Shauna
night for Calloway County on
Tuesday.
'The only holdover from what
was once a large class. Wicker's
leadership has been crucial to
the Lady Laker% this season.
.and on Tuesday, her teammates
:were happy to gift her with a
'67-28 blowout victory over
Lone Oak.
"Since her freshman year,
she's done one thing and that's
give us everything she has."

Calloway coach Scott Swills
said of Wicker. "Her desire to
be the best she can be is an
example for me and all of our
players."
As one of Calloway's best
defensive
guards. Wicker
played a large pan in setting the
tone Tuesday night as Calloway
went on a 17-0 run to stan the
game and forced Lone Oak into
eight first-quarter turnovers.
The Lady Lakers turned the
Lady Flash over 29 times on the
night and won their fifth game
out of the last six. improving to
13-8 on the season.
Calloway hit Lone Oak hard
in the first quarter with a halfcourt trapping defense that
forced turnovers on six of the
TOMMY DILLARD !Lelc;er
Times
Lady Flash's first seven posses- Shauna Wicket.
Calloway County's lone senior. puts this
sions.
shot up against the defense of Lone Oak's Haley Boyd during Tuesday's garne at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
la See CCHS, 7A
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Kentucky's John Wall dunks the ball In front of
Mississippi's Ertl& Polynice during the first haff
Tuesday night In Lexington.

I for
all

UK FRESHMAN BOUNCES BACK
WITH 17 POINTS,SEVEN ASSLSTS,
THREE DUNKS,TWO THREES IN
WIN OVER REBELS
GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— John Wall raised his arms, waited for the long pass from teammate Eric Bledsoe then rose up
for a vicious dunk.
The heralded Kentucky freshman
screamed as he landed, then added a sly
little smile befoie racing back on
Kentucky at
defense.
Louisiana State
Turns out all Wall needed to break out WIN= 4 p m Saturday
of his funk was a couple of dunks and Mona Baton Rouge
perhaps his best all-around game in Recenis: 21-1 (6-1
SEC) LSU 9-12 (0-7
weeks.
SEC)
Wall finished with 17 points and
seven assists in 36 steady minutes to lead the fourth-ranked
Wildcats to an 85-75 victory over No. 25 Mississippi on
Tuesday night, putting to rest for good rumors of a rift with
coach John Calipari by playing with the ease he showcased
early in the season.
"It felt great to have the fun back," Wall said.
Wall certainly looked like he was having a good time aN
Kentucky (21-1, 6-1 Southeastem Conference) built an early
double-digit lead then held off a handful of runs by the Rebels
(16-6. 4-4).

Up Next

See UK,7A

ON(

Smith leads
SEMO past
STU-E
JACKSONVILLE STATE-TSU GAME
POSTPONED DUE TO ROOF LEAK

CAPE GIRARDEAU.
Mo.(AP) — Marland Smith
had 17 points and Southeast
Missouri State pulled away
in the second half to defe,at
Southem
IllinoisEclward.sville 68-49 'Tuesday
night.
Anthony Allison had 12
points for the Redhawks (715), who were tied 22-22 late
in the first half before going
on a 19-0 tun that began with
2 nunutes left in the first half.
They eventually led by 25
points.
Southeast Missouri had
lost three in a row and six of
its last seven entering
"Iliesday's game.
Cody Rincker led the
Cougars (3-19) with 13
points. Mark Yelovich scored
10 points and Nikola
Bundalo had nine points and
I I rebounds for SIUEdwardsville.

MEN'S
SW11111148

School
OVC(Ovetall)
Murray State
11-0 (20-3)
Morehead State 9-2 (15-7)
Eastem Kentucky 7-4 (15-8)
Austin Peay
7-4 (13-1G)
Tennessee Tech 6-5 (12-10)
JacksonviIle State 6-5 (10-11)
Eastem Illinois
5-7 (11-11)
SE Missouri State 3-8 (7-15)
Tennessee State 1-10 (4-19)
UT Martin
0-10 (3-17)
smoisr
Svitle St at Tennessee St ppd
SE Mo St 68 SIU-Edwardsville 49
Therseav
J'olle St at Morehead St
6 30 p m
Tenn Tech at E Kentucky
6 30 p m
Austin Peay at UT Marton
7 30 p m
Tennessee St at Murray St
7 30 p m
felanise
J
State at E Kentucky
6 00 p m
Tennessee St at UT Martin
6 00 P
Tenn Tech a! Morehead St
7 00 p m
Austin Peay at Murray St
7 30 p m
Eastem Ilknois at SE MrSSOun 7 45
pm
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McCarron offers apology; tour mulls options

Illivetstock Insurance Agency.
&body can protect your AUTO
Haverstock

any beffer than we can!
111-S.12th St.•Murray KY • 753-3415

ED REINKE

AP

ball In front of
tg the first half

rjES BACK
N ASSLSTS,
HREES IN
ELS

aised his arms, waitIledsoe then rose up

Up Next

Kentucky at
Louisiana State

rem 4 p m Saturday
nem Baton Rouge
Meals: UK 21-1 .6-1
lEC), LSU 9-/2 (G-7

Tuesday s Scores
By The Associated Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
Adair Co 48 Clinton Co 37
Allen Co -Soonsville 67. Todd Co
Central 49
Apollo 58. Ohio Co 47
Ballard Memonal 50. Hckrnan Co 40
Barbourville 69 Jackson Co 55
Bardstown 67 Bermenem 63
Beachwood 68 Bellevue 42
Bell Co 61, Harlan Co 58
Berea 55, Nicholas Co 48
Betsy Layne 74. Sheldon Clark 73
Bishop Brossan 61 Hamson Co 35
Boone Co 68. Ryle 61
Bowling Green 79. Han C'-io 44
Breathe,
. Co 82. South Laurel 71
Breckinridge Co 57 Hancock Co 41
Calloway Co 81, Lone oak as
Calvary' Chnstian 47 Heritage Chnstian
.Aczidemy 44
'Campbell Co 64, Conner 55. OT
Campbellsville 63. Washington Co 27
Carrot: Co 62, Trimble Co 57
Central Hardin 80 Fort Knox 64
Clay Cc 81 Pineville 50
Community Chnslian (Paducahl 76,
-Dawsori Springs 41
'Corbin. 70. Willian-Gburg 51
•Danville 79 Garrard Co 62
Dayton 76 Sifver Grove 48
Deming 65 Pendleton Co 83
Cast Carter 72 Morgan Co 27
East Jessamine 63. Frank/DM 55
Edmonson Co 79 Whrtesville Toney 38
Ekzabethtown 58, Jonn Hardin 52
Elliott Co 91. Ashland Blazer 78
Fairview 43, Raceland ao
Fleming Co. 79, West Caner 68
Franklin-Simpson -72.
,
0
Futton Co. 81. Carlisle Co 57
Greenwood 54, Barren Co 39
Hazard 69, Lee Co 39
Henderson Co. 63, Webster Co 41
Henry Co 60. Lou Ky Country Day 56
Holmes 67 Dixie Heights 64
Hoplonsville 79, Caldwell Co 35
Knott Co Central 77 fetcher County
Central 48
Ky School tor the Deaf 63. St Rita
School for the Deal, Ohio 54
Lawrence Co 79 Magottin Co 50
Lewis Co 46. Rowan Co 41
Lex Christian BO, Lex Paul Dunbar 43
Lex Henry Clay 79 Madison Central
48
Lex Lafayette 71 Franklin Co 64
Lex Tates Creek 69 Madson Southern
60
Lexington Catholic 61 George Rogers
Clark 44
linooln Co 77 Manor Co 60
Lou. Ballard 90. Lou Waggener 68
Lou. Buller 73 Lou Shawnee 49
Lou Collegiate 57 Lex Sayre 54
Lou DuPont Manual 87. Lou Iroquois
59
Lou Eastern 80, Lou Central 41
Lou Fairdale 6-3 Bullet East 56
Lou Holy Cross 54, LOA.1 Valley 43
Lou jeffersontown 65, Lou. Chnstian
Academy 54
• •
Lou Male 53, Lou St. Xavier 50
Lou Moore 76. Lou DeSales 56
Lou Southern 72 North Bullal 55
Lou Thnity 64. Lou Seneca 55
Lou Western 61, Bern Haven 50
Lyon Co. 57, Union Co. 36
Marshall Co. 69. Heath 52
Mason Co. 72, Montgomery Co 46
McCreary Cer.tral 64. Rockcastle Go

se

Meade Co 58. LaRue Co 48
Menifee Co 68. Russell 54

Mefter Co 64. Woodford Co 54
Model 66, Estill Co 54
Monroe Co 68, Glasgow 58
Newport 88. Augusta 52
North Laurel 64, Pulaski Co. 55
Oldham CO 63. Western Hills 54
Owen C.n 82 Aritaarnstewn se
Owensboro 81 Davies& Co. 77,20T
Paducah Tilghman 66 Gravel% Co 61
Paintsville 68 South Foyd 65
Pans 41, Burgin 40
Perry Co Central 71 June Buchanan
38
Pikeville 49 East Ridge 34
Russell Co 69 Casey Co 51
Scott 61, Cov. Catlx)ic 50
Scott Co 74 Lex Bryan Stahon 54
Shelby Co 77 Eminence 41
Simon Kenton 55 C,cope, 39
South 04dham 89 Nonn Oldham 84.
OT
Soultiwestem 77 Lynn Carnp 54
Taylor Go 55, Cavema 54
University Heights 77 Fon Campbell 69
VAla Maclonna 62 Ludlow 49
Wallon•Verona 69. Grant Co 603
Whitebait:I Acaderrry 91 Lou Athena67
Wolfe Co 78 Oneida Baptist 62
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Ades* Co 54 Cinton Cc. 40
Allen Co -Scurts,lle 54 Todd Co
Central 41
Anderson Cc 41 Bardstown 33
Ballard Memonal 61, Hickman Co 59
Boyd Co 65. Johnson. Central 56
Breathitt Co 58, Montgomery Co 38
Bockhorn 65. Cordia 20
Caldwell Co 72. Hopkinson*, 55
Calloway Co 67. Lone Oak 28
CamptieN Co 72. Cooper 46
Central Hardin 82, Fort Knox 64
Corbin 45. Williamsburg 23
Cnttervien Co 48. Heath 45
Cumberland Co 52 Warren East 49
Daviess Co 70. Meade Co 57
Edmonson Co 42, Whilesville Trinity 26
Franklin-Simpson 56 Russellville 40
Fulton Co 46 Carlisle Co 39
Greenwood 48. Barren Co 44
Henderson Co 70 Apollo 37
Lex Tates Creek 61 kAridison Southern
28
Lou Assumption 59, Lou Fen-, Creek
56
Lou Chnstian Academy 52. Lou
Jeffersontovon 38
Lou DuPont Manual 93 Lou Iroquois
34
Lou Ky Country Day 50 North Oklham
46
Lou Sacred Heart 59, Lou Seneca 47
Lou Shawnee 60. Lou Collegiate 33
Lou Southern 71, North Bullet 152
Mercer Co 64. Woodlord Co 54
Monroe Co 58, Glasgow 52
Newport Central Catholic 63, Lloyd
Memonal 22
Ohio Co 68 Madisonville-North
Hopluns 65. OT
Oldham Co 62. Lou. Portland Chnstiar.
35
Paducah Tilghman 50. Graves Co 42
Piens! 53, Oneida Baptist 34
Southwestern 64 McCreary Central 38
St Mary 53, Ingo Co 49
St Rita School tor the Dere, Ohio 32
Ky School for the Deal 21
Taylor Co. 87. Caverns 45
Umon Co 52, Lyon CO. 36
Warren Central 58, Birder Co 40
Washington Co 52. Campbellsville 32
West Carter 68. Russell 52
Whitetaald Academy 56. Lou Atherton
49
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Murray-Fulton City
doubleheader canceled
LADY LAKERS RESCHEDULE
MADISONVILLE GAME
Staff Report
Murray has made another
change to its basketball schedule, canceling the Feb. 12 home
doubleheader against Fulton
City.
The girls game was canceled
due to the Lady Tigers' All 'A'
run, which has put them over the
KHSAA's allowed number of

By DOUG FERGUSON

games.
The boys game was canceled
due to Fulton City having to
make up a district game that
evening.
Also, Calloway County has
rescheduled its girls game at
Madisonville-North Hopkins for
Feb. 16. The game was supposed to be played Saturday but
was postponed due to snow.

Nle..keki,ii
what I
Ne Nail realwe're on the same page on this issue."
Whether that was enough to satisfy
Mickelson remained to he seen.
McCarron also apologized in the meeting.
according to the player.
The USGA changed its rules to outlaw
square grooves with a certain depth and volume, now requinng grooves that are more
shallow with rounded edges, which some
refer to as V-shaped grooves. The idea is to
reduce spin and make hitting into the fainvay
more important.
However. the Ping Eye2 wedges made
before .April 1. 1990. are approved for play.
even though the grooves don't conform.
That's because Ping's legal settlement with
the USGA (in 1990)and PGA Tour (in 1993)
take precedence over any rule changes.
The player at the meeting said Finchem
apologized to players for the PGA Tour not
realizing some competitors - Mickelson,
John Daly and Hunter Mahan. arnong others
- would use clubs that were at least 20 years
old.
Among the considerations were to find a
solution with Ping and John Solheim. the
chaimian and CEO of the equipment company: or to look into the poasibility of creating
ize

af
st,,„, 7
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Scott Mct'arrun has apologized to
!Nickelson for using the word "cheating"
when he disagreed with Mickelson and others
who use the Ping Eye2 wedges that are only
allowed because of a legal loophole.
PGA Tour commissioner Tim Finchem
met with players at the Northem Trust Open
late Tuesday afternoon in Los Angeles and.
according to one player, said the tour was
working with Ping to figure out a solution.
The player spoke on condition of
anonymity because Finchem asked that he be
the first to speak publicly to the media
Wednesday morning.
The tour likely would not be able to
invoke a local rule banning the wedge at
Riviera this week.
McCarron caused a furor last week at
Torrey Pines when he told The San Francisco
Chronicle about Mickelson using Ping
wedges with square grooves. "It's cheating.
and I'm appalled Phil has put it in play."
Mickelson said he had been "publicly
slandered'. and hinted at legal action.
McCarron told The Golf Channel as other
reporters looked on Tuesday evening: "I'm
certainly sorry for it. I'd like to apologize to

have a lot of work to do. I just
want to be the floor general. This
is the best I've done running the
team this year."
It was certainly better than
he's shown in recent weeks.
After a scintillatir.g start to tilt
season in which he became a
media darling, Wall's numbers
have tailed off recently.
He came in averaging 16.2
points on 39 percent shooting in
SEC play, hardly terrible but not
exactly up to the ridiculously
high standards Wall had set for
himself.
Wall wasn't perfect against
the Rebels. turning it over four
times, but he showed a knack for
controlling the tetripo. He
pushed the pace when necessary
but also smartly backed off the
throttle when the situation called
for it.
"He talked to his teanunates,
got
everybody
involved,"
Calipari said.
Terrico White led Mississippi
with 19 points and Ch.ris Warren
added 15 but the Rebels missed
freshman big man Reginald
Buckner, who sat ont his second
straight game with a sprained
ankle.
Mississippi certainly could
have used BUCkflerS peaence.
Kentucky shot 50 percent from

it, 0,4 II ,et rules, the player
Solheim had said in a statement Monday
that the tour could not establish a local rule
that wa.s dift'erent from the USGA. Solheim
also said he was willing to discuss a "workable solution."

•Lakers
From Page 6A
ers in double figures. led by Hill. happy to see him back
in a
back out and. rnost importantly.
Simmons scored 19 while groove - he's so big for us."
hitting their shots.
Thompson. who appears to be
Calloway also got five points
"If we shoot well, we still feel returning to form after missing apiece from Josh
Humphreys and
like we can be up there with any time on two separate occasions, Blake Maness.
team," said Hill.
added 13 and Lilly poured in 12.
Lone Oak was led by senior
The 81 points scored was
"I think (Thompson)is filially guard Carson Beyer with 13
Calloway's
second-highest getting his shot back," said Lane, points.
offensive output this season, sec- who started his junior guard
After trailing 24-12 at the end
ond only to the 102 points scored Tuesday after btinging him off of the first
quarter. the Purple
against run-and-gun Reidland the bench in two games last Flash mouated
a mini-comeback
back on Dec. 5.
week.
in the second, cutting the margin
Calloway also turned the ball
"He brings so much energy to seven before Calloway
over just nine trines while forcing that he needs to play 27 or 28 bounced the
lead back to twelve
Lone Oak into 17 turnovers.
minutes every night. He runs the going into halftime.
The Lakers shot 56 percent floor and he'. a good passer
The Ulcers tumed the game
from the field and put four play- when he leads the break. I'm real into a rout out of
the gates in the

third quarter, going on a 20-0 run
sparked by four three-pointers.
Calloway returns to action
next Tuesday' when they host
Carlisle County at 7:30 p.m.
Lone Oak
12 13 9 14 - 48
Calloway Co 24 '3 29 15 - 81
Lone Oak (5-15) - Beyer 13 York 7,
Guthrie 6 Thacker 5, Looper 5 Colon 4
Coleman 3 Pope 2 GhOSOn 2 Wall 1
FG: 16-41 3-pt. 4-15 FT 12-23
Rebounds: 21 Turnouts's: 17
Calkwesy Co.(12-11)- Hill 22
Simmons 19 Thompson 13 DIN 12
Maness 5 Humphreys 5 Schwettrnan 2
Green 1 Arnett 1 Futrell 1
FG: 24-43 3-pt.. 11-21 FT: 22-36
Rebounds. 30 TUTOVIKS: 9

•OCHS
From Page 6A
starting to rebound. She's haat on Jan. 23. Since then, and
we were in a good rhythm
"We were focused tonight someone that can give us 10 they had two games postponed offensivel
y."
and we didn't mess around at rebounds every night.
- one against Murray due to
Lone Oak didn't score its
"We've beep giving her the All 'A' Classic, the other at ftrst
the beginning,- said Wicker,
field goal of the night until
who finished with three points. some extra reps on JV and it's Madisonville-North Hopkins
the one-minute mark of the first
"Their coach told us we had really shown an improvement." due to weather.
quarter on a layup by freshman
The Lady Lakers came out
them freaked out at the begin"Our kids were really itch- guard Samantha Lawson.
ning. They were scared to death if the gat‘tabiab plenty ot inten
play any kind of game."
Lawataia finislattal ,with six
Tuestiii9; due taa,pairt to
and that's what we want to do to
said. "I really liked our
lithig stretch with • ito gam
teams."
and intensity level, scor- Cydney Moore seemed 'even.
Averee Fields led Calloway action.
ing 25 points in the first quarter.
Calloway returns to action
Calloway's last outing was a
with 22 points on 12-for-I9
"We did a good job of taking Saturday, playing host to Heath
shooting while the Lady !Akers 56-48 loss at Henderson County them out of their offensive sets at 3:30
p.m.
also got 10 points apiece from
Taylor Futrell and Abby Futrell.
Alyssa Cunningham also
played a key role early, grabbing two offensive rebounds.
snatching a steal and scoring
tour points over the game's first
three minutes.
Cunningham finished two
points shy of a double-double
with eight points and ten
rebounds, and Sivills says
things are starting to click for
his sophomore forward.
"Alyssa is coming," he said.
"She's going to be our X-factor.
She's starting to look to score,

'Racers vs. Tennesee Stite

February 4th

Women's Game 5:15 pm
Men's Game 7:30 m

Lone Oak
4 11 6 7- 28
Calloway Co 25 14 16 12 -67
Lon* Oak (7-12)- Moore 7. Lawson 6.
Boyd 5, Evans 4. Brown 3, Snelling 1,
Lumson 1, Spears 1
FG: 8-38 3-pt.: 2-1 l FT: 10-23
Rebounds: 28 Turnovers: 29

GAME SPONSORED BY

Calloway Co.(13-8)- Fields 22, T
Futrell 10. A Futrell 10, A Cunningham
8, Wilson 4, Maddox 4. Wicker 3
Smotherman 3, Smrth 2. Maness 1
FG: 27-61 3-pl.: 1-5 FT: 12-23
Rebounds: 46 Turnovers: 15

•UK
From Page 6A
DeMareus Cousins posted his
fifth straight double-double with
18 points and 13 rebounds.
Darnell Dodson added 14 points
and Patrick Patterson had 12
points and six boards for the
Wildcats.
Yet all eyes - including
more than 20 NBA scouts and a
handful of general managers ,,were on Wall. While the scouts
avere looking at his play. the rest
of the crowd at a packed Rupp
Arena was a little more focused
on his demeanor, including his
coach.
W'all created a small furor
over the weekend when he told
reporters he "wasn't having any
fun" and hinted at frustration
with Calipari's criticism of his
play during a loss to South
Carolina last week.
During a private chat,
Calipari reminded the talented
freshman point guard that he's
hardly the only phenom to struggle. Calipari urged Wall to stop
worrying about trying to cornpete with his own hype and try to
focus on simply enjoying himself.
Wall found his happiness
while finding his tearrunates.
"I like to make plays. get the
crowd into it," Wall said. "I still

LtelNY ,C.NELZI

Phil Mickelson is among at least four
players using a Ping-Eye 2 wedge
that was made 20 years ago and has
square grooves. Such grooves now
are banned on the tour because of a
new U.S. Golf Association regulation
this year that irons have V-shaped
grooves.

the field and outscored the
Rebels 44-30 in the paint.
"Kentucky is too good to give
them free points," Mississippi
coach Andy Kennedy said. "It
was very, very difficult. We
wanted to confuse them and
slow them down a little bit."
Wall and company didn't give
the Rebels a chance.
Kentucky used an early 15-0
burst to build a 27-9 lead.
Mississippi recovered behind
White and Eniel Polynice,
pulling within 46-37 at halftime.
Calipari felt the lead should have
been larger, but 11 turnovers
allowed the Rebels to hang
around.
"There were some gaps,some
turnovers we had. some lackadaisical plays," Calipari said.
Still, the Wildcats were more
than enough for the Rebels.
Dodson hit two 3-pointers
early in the second half to help
Kentucky extend the lead to 5841. though Mississippi managed
one last burst. pulling within 6057 on a basket by White with
13:55 to play.
Yet the Wildcats were
undaunted, doing something
that's been one of their few problems this season: finishing
strong.
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Breaking Point

KENNEDY'S FOCUS ON GETTING RID OF RACERS' BAD HABITS
1-10 in the OVC.
To make matters worse, Tiger head
coach John Cooper dismissed four or the
team's top players, including Darius Cox,
Josh Sain, Erick Peguero and Hamilton
Nash for multiple violations of team poli-

Prvertele Starters
No Name
Poe. Yr Olt
43 Tony Easley
F,C
Sr 6-9
00 issac Masa
G
Jr. 6-2
12 Danero ThOnMaiG
Sr 6-4
01
B J Jenkins
G
Jr 6-0
42 Ivan Aska
F
So 6-7
111111111013
No Nome
Poe. Yr Ht.
02 Ea Damei
F
Fr 6-7
03 Isaiah Canaan G
Fr 6-0
10 Jordan Burge G
Fr 5-11
11
Donte PGote
G
So 6-3
14 Picasso
G
Jr 6-0
22 Jett McCiain
F
Jr 6-6
23 A J Wilson
F
Jr 6-6
33 Jewuan Lung G
So 6-1
50 Georges Fos° C
Sr 6-8

THE NEED To KNOW

a fan's guide to murray state basketball
HomE SwEEr HomE DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE
Road Block
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t.___fatIe:s. •
r-irert

Not good v,rtti any
thru

At UTM, Tony E.asiey registered a career-hiei 7
Mocks. The senior has 60
and has now moved into
5th place on the MSU alltitsse single season list.
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WL
220
175
170
185
170
230
215
180
240

as
10
22
33

Name
Pos. Yr. Kt
Wt.
Jacquan No0OesG
Fr 6-4
190
Lame Strdartaske F
67
210
Wil Peters
G
So 6-0
180
Tashan Fredncit G
Fr 6-5
200
Roten CovingronF
igo
R 6-8
MOVES
Jerennah CrutcherG
Sr 5-10
180
.kiate-reole
Martell Bum
G
Fr 5-11
165
MeameasaMeel.
—4W
Greq Holley
G
Jr 6-1
182
kow....aleerweee
6-6 --2029
Queue-64w
6,
1----.1139
Marcus Cowan F
Fr 6-8
235

SCHEDULE
DATE
OPPONENT
RESULT
‘1-9
at Caoromia
L, 75-70
• 4
MISSOURI-ST LOOS
VV. 92-54
Coaches vs. Cancer Classic (at Miami, Fla)
11 20
James Madison
w 71-43
11-22
North Carolina Central
W 84-61
11-23
Florida International
W 84-71
11-28
TENNESSEE WESLEYAN W, 108-49
12-3
EASTERN KENTUCKY'. W. 62-60
12-5
MOREHEAD STATE'
W 86-56
12-12
at East Tennessee State' W,61-57.
12-15
at Louisiana Tech
L. 87-81
12-19
CHATTANOOGA
thi, 73-62
12-22
at Westem Kentucky'
L. 82-73
12-30
at SILI-E'
W. 82-51
1-4
UT MARTIN'
VV, B3-59
1-7
at Tennessee State"
W. 80-59
1-9
at Austin Pear,/
W,69-53
1-11
EASTERN ILLINOIS'
W. 75-59
1-14
JACKSONVILLE STATE* W. 92-68
1-16
TENNESSEE TECH'
W 88-66
1-21
al Eastem lamas'
W. 60-51
1-23
at Southeast Missouri'
W 80-61
1-27
SIU -E
W. 86-49
30
at UT Martin••
W. 77-45
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME
2-4
TENNESSEE STATE'
7:30 p.m.
AUSTIN PEAY•
2-6
7:30 p.m.
2-11
at Tenoessee Tech'
7.30 p.m.
2-13
at Jecimormle Saar"
4:30 p.m
ScalTHEAST MISSOOFS' 7 pm
2-16
2-20
MORGAN STATE
11 a.m
2-25
at Momi-iead State"
7pm
2-27
at Eastern Kentucky'
6pm
Ohio Valley Conference Tournernem
3-2
OVC Toum Ouanertinais TBA
3-5
OVC Toum Semifinals. TBA
3-6
OVC Toum Champ
TB A
— OVC Game
4---ESPNG
e—ESPN2
"---Racsf TV NNW.*

GO RalliCERS!
'Not good with any
rSher ofIer thrtr
2:17,10

Wt.
20D
205
190
205
230

TENNESSEE STATE
No
00

Tennessee State comes into Thursday
night's game averaging just 65.5 points per
game. Those four players alone akcount for
35 of TSU's points per game.
The Tigers now have nine play.ets left
on the roster, including one walk-on.
Accroniing to
Tennessean, Sain, the
tearn's leading scorer, had already missed
four games and Cox,a preseason All-OVC
selection, had missed Iturx games for disciplinary reasons.
-This wasn't the tirst offense for any of
these guys," Cooper told the Nashville
newspaper. "We had laid out the groundWO& arid everyone on the team knew
where we were. We want people who want
to be here ,and understand what this is
about, wani to get a degree, want to play
basketball, want to bring some value to
their life. When I see you sacrificing that
and putting yourself in front of the team
then there's a problem."
Sain was averaging 13.7 points(10th in
the OVC)and led the team with 26 steals.
He was also named the OVC Newcomer
of ttie Week four times this season.
Cooper added that all four would
remain on scholarship throug,h the cunent
semester and he would a.ssist them should
they choose to transfer to another university.
MICHAEL DANN / L edger & Twnes
Sain had just recently transferred from Murray State's Jeff McClain (22) defends
fs1artin's Daron Hood in the
Middle Tennessee State in nearb?,, first half Saturday
. Racer head coach Billy Kennedy said despite
Murfreesboro.
holding the Skyhawks to 45 points, MSU's defense needs
to be hetter.

MSU rehatis home this week,
Curren* Muir
"State has five 1311°sporting a 14-game winning streak
en *ming 6°16Se-figure* hs the
at the RsEc• kisu,s hest streak el first bine since the 2003-Ort 110419041
the home hagataa came yaw they *ben Cuthbert Victor, Koh* Brown,
woe their first 17 games between
Chris Sisurnirte, Antoine Wheicher
arnt
issi Um way.
i998-2UUU.

1F

UNITE'S
MURRAY STATE

WEt;t2132

By MICHAEL. DANN
Sports Editor
When Murray State coach Billy
Kennedy brought his team's Ohio Valley
Conference Acadentia Award to his
Monday press ...-onference. he did so making one profound siitement.
"We fixl our prognun is going in the
right direction and we're pleased with the
progress we've made." he said. "Our student-athletes are doing it the Oglit way."
The operative words in all of that —
"doing it the right way" — is really all
that's important to Kennedy.
Although the fourth-year he,ad coach
also said Monday that he's concerned the
Racers may have developed some bad
habits over the la.st four games.
"What I'm concerned with is getting a
false sense of success over the pa_st four
teams that we have played," he said.
"Sometimes you pick up bad habits by
beating teiuns like that. It's important we
get back to doing things the right way.. I
didn't get a good evaluation in watching
the Martin game as far as what we want to
be arid the teams we have to face coining
up."
Seven games remain on the Murray
State schedule. not including the Feb. 20
BracketBuster against Morgan State. but
Kennedy.. knows better than anyone that lus
team is about to be put to the test in the
final month of the regular season.
Currently 20-3 overall and 11-0 in the
Ohio Valley Conference. Murray State will
weicome Tennes,see State and Austin Peay
into the Regional Special Events Center
this'Thursday and Saturday.
'The Tigers are currently struggling.
having lost five straight and are in ninth
place in the ,
,..onference at 4-19 overall ancl
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Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110
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Me Starters
Foe Yr Ht
Sr 6-9
G
Jr 6-2
1G
Sr 6-4
G
6-0
F
So 6-7
EMU
Pos. Yr HL
F
Fr 6-7
Fr 6-0
G
Fr 5-11
G
G
So 6-3
Jr 6-0
sG
F
Jr 6-6
F
6-6
G
So 6-1
C
Sr 6-8

VVt.
200
205
190
205
230
Wt.
220
175
170
185
170
230
215
180
240

SSEE STATE
Pos. Yr.
IG
Fr.
aF
S
G
So
G
Fr
IF
Fr
1211191111
terG
St

Ht.
6-4
67
6-0
6-5
66

Wt.
190
210
180
200
190

5-10
180
64-999
Fr 5-11
165
44 --NWJr 6-1
182

10,

Fr 6-8

235
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RESULT
a
L. 75-70
-ST LOUIS
W. 92-54
r Classic ist Miami, Fla)
w 7t
Mon
!ma Central
W. 84-6i
w 84-71
mational
EE WESLEYAN W, 108-49
KENTUCKY'• W. 62-60
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convoy attacked; UN warns of volatility

PAISLEY DODDS
lied political rallies since the hoi
Assoctated PreSS Wnter
disaster.
Aristide also laced enucisri.
PORT-ALI-PRINCE. Haiti
Many denounced President during his presidency. The
for(AP) — Twenty armed men Rene
Preval and called for the mer slum priest had a huge
blocked a road and tried to return
of ousted President Jean- grassroots following among
hijack a convoy of fooj for
Bertrand Aristide.
Haiti's poor but was ousted in
earthquake victims, but were
"Preval has done nothing for 2004 as corruption and
drug
driven off by police gunfire,
this country. nothing for the vic- trafficking grew rampant
and
U.N. officials said Tuesday.
tims," said Jean Delcius, 54, some of former support
ers
The attack on the convoy as it who
was bused to the memorial accused him of abandoning his
carried supplies from an airport
service by Aristide's develop- early followers to line his
own
in the southern town of Jeremie ment
foundation. "We need pockets.
underscored what the United someon
e new to take charge
Aristide has said that he would
Nations calls a "potentially
here. If it's not Aristide, then
like to return from his exile in
volatile" security situation as someon
e competent."
South Africa — a move that
frustration has grown at the slow
Critics were already blaming
would add political instability to
pace of aid since the Jan. 12 Preval
for rising unemployment.
the post-quake chaos and likely
earthquake.
corruption and greed. Then the
Most quake victims are still earthqu
ake struck, flattening face resistance from the internaliving outside in squalid tents of most
government buildings and tional community.
sheets and sticks and aid offi- turning
Before legislative elections
the capital into an apoccials acknowedge they have not alyptic
vision of broken con- scheduled for Feb. 28 were postyet gotten food to the majority crete
poned, Haiti's presidentially
and twisted steel
AP Photo/Rocingo Abd
of those in need. Mobs have
Preval has rarely been seen in appointed electoral council had An elderly man stands next to a damaged building as people wait in line dunng an aid
distristolen food and looted goods
bution
in
downto
wn Port-au-Pnnce, Monday, Feb. 1, 2010. A powerful earthq
public since, leaving his minis- excluded more than a dozen
uake
hit
Haiti
on
from their neighbors in the ters
Jan. 12.
to defend his performance.
political parties from the next
camps, prompting many to band
bodies must be properly buried dump trucks. The corpse
Haiti's government also has round of election
of a said the Rev. Patrick Joseph
s in 2011
together or stay awake at night
had to deal with the 10 Opposit
and
remembered by relatives woman lay uncovered at the
ion
groups
accused
Neptune.
the
to prevent raids.
Americans who tried to take a
council of trying to help Preval's and family so their spirits can base of a nearby gravel pile.
Meanwhile, others in the
About 20 armed men blockad- busload
of undocumented
One by one. people tied black crowd planned another
Unity party win majorities in pass on to heaven. In Voodoo,
ed a street Saturday and attacked Haitian
political
children out of the counparliament so he could push some believe that improper buri- pieces of cloth to the cross as a rally for Tuesday.
a convoy carrying food from the
try. The Idaho-based church
airport in Jeremie, according to group
through constitutional reforms als can trap spirits between two Catholic priest sprinkled the
"If Preval comes, we will kill
was being held without
worlds.
UN
ground with holy water. A choir him!" they shouted.
spokesman
and expand executive power.
Vicenzo charges at a police station
on
The mourners on Monday sang traditional Haitian hymns
Pugliese. U.N. and Haitian offi- Tuesday
The most prominent excluded
as officials debated
gathered near a white metal as religious leaders prayed
cers fired warning gunshots and what
party
is
Aristide's former
for
to do with them.
the men fled the scene, Pugliese
Prime Minister Max Bellerive Lavalas party, which now plans cross erected on a mound of the dead.
Associated Press Writers
said. No injuries were reported told
"We've come here to bless Frank Jordans contributed
The Associated Press that more demonstrations. That will gravel that covered nameless
to
and no one was hurt.
"what they were doing was force thousands of American bodies dropped into a pit by these people, to bless this spot." dus wport frort1 Geneva
Haitian police have increased wroug,"
and said they could be soldiers and U.N. peacekeepers
their own patrols and are accom- prosecut
ed in the United States to worry about contain
ing politby Jacqueline Nor
panying UN police guarding aid because
Haiti's shattered court ical violence
as well as providdistribution.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for really important to your well- ing a decision
system may not be able to cope
You have the abiling relief.
"The overall security situation with
Thursday, Feb. 4, 2010:
being. Yes, you know when ity to move past a problem
a trial.
.
This
erough
year.
Some
you will move in a
is enough. How you Listen to news more carefully.
who attended the
across the country remains sta"It is clear now that they were
handle
someone and the choic- Review your budget. Pressure
memorial said they simply new direction and do someble but potentially volatile," the trying
to cross the border withthing qute differently Others es you make could remain key. builds. Understand your limits.
UN mission said in a statement out
wanted
new
Laughte
leadersh
r surrounds your deci- Tonight: Get some extra R and
ip. Voter could be taken aback by your
papers. It is clear now that
sions You know what
Tuesday.
some of the children have live discontent is a constant in innovative behavior. You Tonight. Togetherness.you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
In Jacmel, also a southern city, parents,
" Bellerive said. "And it impoverished Haiti, where for . could be changing your views LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Meetings put a smile
as yod assume more respon- **** You might want
33 escaped prisoners were
to make on your face. You know what is
is clear now that they knew what years after the dictatorship, sibility. You
could
gain
from
a difference. and
apprehended Sunday, the U.N.
some even claimed they wanted your profession or community relax Someti you will if you ha,opening behind the scenes.
they were doing was wrong."
mes when you Realize that others mean well -said. Many prisoners escaped
stance.
U.S. Embassy officials would the return of Jean-Claude
A pay raise or rnore push too hard, you expenence a in fact, someone could be quite
when prisons collapsed.
not say. if a U.S. court process is Duvalier, whose fattier. Francois funds seem to be in your backfire. If you go with the flow, the resource of ideas. Zero in on
While Haitians are still possible
future. Your fire and get-up- you'll come out all smiles and what is important. never losing
.
"Papa Doc" Duvalier, launched and-go often can
challenge ready to handle nearly anything. your priorities. Tonight: Where
mourning friends and relatives.
Meanwhile, discontent with a 29-year family
people are.
dynasty' of ter- others, if single or attached. Tonight: Order in
many still unburied, anger at the Preval
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
appears to be growing, ror.
Use diplomacy. SCORPIO VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Zero in on basics during ***** You might want to
government's sluggish response three
pushes you into the limelight. a conversa
weeks after the disaster.
tion. Your clanty can assume a greater role at work
Tens of thousands were killed
to the quake is feeding political
"He came Saturday and then
define what is happening. Listen and/or with your career.
You
by the Duvaliers — many of The Stars Show the Kind of to news with an
resentment.
eye to dynamic could be very tired and drawn.
just left." said Jude John Peter,
them also buried anonymously Day You'll Have: 5-Dynarnic. change. Keep conversations Know when enough is enough.
Hundreds gathered Monday at 23.
in a camp across from Haiti's
4-PositIve, 3-Average, 2-So- moving, and be ready to jump in Feel free to change
a gravel pit in Titanyen where
gears. and
demolished National Palace, in the gravel fields of Titanyen.
and handle a matter. Your per- you could revive once more
so, 1 -Difficult
countless earthquake victims where
Across the capital. Haitians
spective is needed. Tonight: Visit Tonight: Could be very late.
some 2,000 people are
with fnends
have been dumped, turning a
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
crammed into tents. "He's have voiced anger over the hasty ARIES (Marzh 21-April 19)
*** Cleany understand that UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Keep reaching out for
remembrance ceremony for the nowhere
burials
of earthquake victims.
to be seen at first and
you don't have as much under **** Take a stand, knowing more opinions. The more you
dead into one of the first organ- then
Many Haitians believe that control as you would like to. In when enough is enough. You stretch your mind, the better the
leaves when things get
fact, through releasing you'll have tar more to offer than you end results. Sometimes we
come up with an unusual soiu- realize. Focus on secunty and block ourseNes from seeing the
tion. Realize when you have the potential of a home office. complete story and finding the
done enough Let your fiery side Not everything is as it seems. right answers. Start thinking
come out in the right or effective Understand what is going on ''vacation." You need some
situation. Tonight: Togethemess within your immediate circle. downtime. Tonight: Foilow the
Tonight: Pay bills before solidify- music.
works.
ing plans
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You wake up with work SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
BORN TODAY
as a pnority, but quick y different **** You could be on cruise Actress, director Ida Lupino
control.
Your
words
or
concepts (1918). former vice president
colorful characters appear in
your life. Recognize the moment presented differently ring anoth- Dan Quayle (1947), singer Alice
er
person's
chime.
Be willing to Cooper (1948)
through networking. Understand
ADRIAN SARNI
broad improvement over yearBut the industry has to over- that others' differences add, not discuss what is happening
•••
AP Real Estate Writer
behind
the
scenes.
Understand Jacqueline Big& Is on the
subtract. Tonight: Say "yes" to
ago levels," said Lawrence Yun, come signific
ant challenges, living.
-- The number
what needs to tie accomplished. Internet at www.lacguelinebiTonight Your treat
of people preparing to buy a the Realtors' group chief econo- such as high unemployment, ris- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
gar.;;om
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. icy 2010 by King Feature
****
Use
home rose slightly in December, mist.
an
idea
you
have
s
ing foreclosures and tight lend21)
The real estate industry hopes
this morning to revive a project
Syndicate Inc.
a positive sign heading into the
**
You might want to distance
or association. Diplomacy helps
the recovery will continue, and ing standards.
spring home buying season.
yourself and take your tlfre mak"The result? We'll likely just you turn the corner with a key
Mike
Larson,
a
real
estate
anaThe National Association of
person. Avoid trying to convince
AdvoCacy Empowerment • Results
Realtors said Tuesday its sea- lyst with Weiss Research, said muddle through instead of wit- someone that he or she is wrong
sottally adjusted index of sales the index "sets the stage for a ness a V-shaped recovery like through strong words or a putdown. Tonight: As
agreements rose 1 percent from more positise sprinv soiling sea- those that followed previous CANCER (June you like it.
21-July 22)
November to December to a son."
***** Share more of what is
housing busts." Larson said.
reading of 96.6. That was a bit
lower than the 97.1 level analysts expected. according 1,,
Thomson Reuters.
Thc index has risen for nine
out of the past 10 months as
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AMERICAN GENERAL FINANCIAL
P.VICES OF AMERICA,INC..

PLAINTIFF.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANT
By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Order of Sale
entered June 8, 2009, and
Order for Conversion entered December 14. 2009, by the
Calloway Circuit Court
,n the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate
amount of $33.591.01, plus costs and attorneys fees.
I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City cf Murray. Calloway
County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on F'nday,
February- 5, 2010. at the hour
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
96 Ih'ilkerson Drive.
Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as
follows:
Lot 9309 Unit II of Crappie Hollie Shores 68 shown by
Plat of the same which 1,
recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 100 of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
ALSO: Lot 1310 Unit II of Crappie Hollow Shires as shown
by Plat of the same
which is recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 100 of the Clerk of the
Calloway County
Court.
Subject to all restrictions of record.
Mary L. Best obtained title by deed from Carl T. Ross. et al.,
dated October 20.
1993, of record in Book 197, Page 165. in the office of the
Clerk of the Callow as
County Court.
ALSO, 1994 Buccaneer manufactured home, Serial Number
ALBUS20086Ati
(Certificate of Title No. 941220'790001i
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (10%i of the purchase price, with
the balance to be
paid in full within thirty t
days, with sufficient surety bond. beanng intereu
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in
thirty (30)days. A hen shall be retained on the property
as additional securirt
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but
shall be soid sobJeCt to
the 2009 ad valorem taxes..4
.
This 15th day of January. 2010.
Respectfally submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Circuit Coort

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
JAMES D. TUCKER, @Alla JA.MES DENNIS
TUCKER,
LAURA TUCKER, U.S. BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIAT
ION, N.D..
DEFENDANT'S
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered
by the Calloway Ciraut
Court on January 11. 2010, in the above cause, to
satiary the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 8179,522.3
5, I shall proceed to offer fot
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Thursday,
Febniary 18. 2010, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., local tame, or thereabout, the following
described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with ita address
being 2004 Atkins Way.
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described
as follows:
TRACT 1: Lot No. 33 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivisio
n
Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot is recorded in Plat
Book 26, Page 29. Sliiit
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. Said Subdiviston
is located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, II:isms/lip
1, Range 4 East.
TRACT II: Lot No. 30 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivisio
n in Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot is recorded in Plat
Book 26, Page 29. Slide
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. Said Subdivision
is located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, lbwnship
1, Range 4 East.
Being all of that property conveyed by deed from Joy A.
Buckingham,et al..
dated July 6. 2004, of record in Book 555, Page 147. in the
office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.

thence, North 00 degrees 26' 40' East - 58
94 feet, generally along a fence and
with the Clayton Adams property Deed Book
158. Card 2096, to an existing
dead tree at the Northwest corner of the
herein descnbed tract of land.
iLence, south soi degrees 11' 01' East - 171.32
feet with the Roger Richmuth
property Deed Book 178. Card 1874. to an existing
pu.nch mark in a concretewalk at the Northeast comer of the herein described
tract of land;
Thence, South 00 degrees 26' 41" West - 58.94
feet with the What aide of South
Sixth Street to the point of beginning This property
is subject to all previously
conveyed easements and rights-of-way

FERRIS FAMILY REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS, LLC,
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
tak(a FERRIS REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS,LLC, a
DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY);
BRIAN R. FERRIS; ROCHELLE ANN FERRIS;
COMMONWEALTFI OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

Thence. along the East line of South 16th Street, North 04 degTees
01 minutes
24 seconds West for a distance of 175.10 feet to a *4 rebar w/cap
03175 set at
the Northwest comer of the herein described tract and the southwest
comer of
the Jackie Vaughn property 11)eed Book 158, Card 1329);
*Thence, along the South line of the Vaughn property and the
South line of the
James Owen property i Deed Book 114. Page 159), North 87
deirtees 39 minutes
40 seconds East for a distance of 156_58 feet to a 84 rebar wicap
03175 set at the
northeast comer of Lot 2:

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required
to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent 110% / of the purchase price, with
the balance to be
paid in full within thirty t 30)days, with sufficient surety bond,
nearing interest
at 12'1 per annum from the date of sale until fully paid. A
lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but shall be .1d subject to the current
year ad valorem
taxes.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
Court on December 14, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $178,939_02, I shall proceed
to offer for
sale at the Courthotthe door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky'
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, February 18, 2010,
at the
hour of 10-.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the followmg described
property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described
ti,
follows,
TRACT I: being designated as Lot 75, WESTERN SHORES, Phase II,
as show t,
on the plat of same of record in Plat Book 39, Page 14. Slide 3730, in
the
Calloway Cottnty Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which
plat speolt
ic reference is hereby made for a more particular description of Lend
lot.
Subject to covenants a.nd restnctions for WES"TERN SHORES recorded in R1111•
643. Page 415. amended in Book 651. Page 786, in the Calloway County
Clerk Office in Murray. Kentucky.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions requirements and easements as set
out 1,•
the Deed from the United States of America TYnnessee Volley Authonty of
record in Book 103, Page 507, Book 103, Page 479, Book 103. Page 483,
and
Book 103, Page 487, in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentuck,
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Th. 15th day of January, 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX IA! PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Beginning at a *4 rebar wkap 03175 set 30.00 feet east of the
centerline of
South 16th Street and 20.00 feet north of the centerline of Story
Street. said
Point being the southwest comer of the herein deacribed tract:

John H. Downs, et al.. obtained title to the above-described
property by deed
from Castle Parker and wife, Pauline Parker. notarized as being
signed on July
27, 2006, of record in Book 653, Page 589, in the office of the
Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

This 27th day ofJanuary. 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
('alloway Circuit Court

The aforementioned property shall lw sold on a cash or
credit basis of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase pnee, with
the balance to he paid in
two equal installments full within thirty t
days, with sufficient surety bond.
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid. and fully
due and payable in thirty t30 days A hen shall be retained
on the property as
addiUonal aecurity All delinquent taxes shall be sacertaine
d and paid, but
shall be wild subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.

Legal Description of a tract of land located on the North side
of Story Street and
the East side of South 16th Street in the City of Murray, County
of Calloway
State of Kentucky. being a part of Lot 11 of the W.L. Whitnell Addition
to the
City of Murray of record in Deed Book 47, Page 370. and also being
Lot 1 of a
Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 36, Page 76, Slide
349'2, and being
further described as follows:
,,11

3-

This tract Cuill.041. 0.620 acres according to a survey by VL
Associates on Starch
s. 2005.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30
day.e
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to Fswt bond
with the Master Commissioner with good and sufficient surety, with
said bond
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully
due and payable in thirty (30)days A Lien shall be retained on the property
as
additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid.
but
shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

Being the same pniperty conveyed to Marianne Jordan
aloe Marianne Clark
Jordan. by deed from Daniel Jordan, dated March
26. 2008, of record in Book
737. Page 103, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.

Iiv virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit
'ourtion October 26, 2009, in the above cause, to satiafy the Judgment
of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $161,207.74, I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway L'ounty,
Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, February 5, 2010.
at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the followirig described property
located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1516 Story
Avenue,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as
follows:
Tax Parcel ID Number: 005-0-0005-00016

lOgether with and subject to covenants. easements and restnction
s of record.

Being rise woes ri-erewy Proneeyed tn. Ferris R.cal Estate Holdinis,
LLC, dee,.
of Conveyance from KY Land Partners, LLC. dated November 17. 2006,
record
ed December 12. 2006, at 2:41 p.m.. and of record in Deed Book 673. Page
560.
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.

Except any interest in the coal. oil, ger and
other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved
in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said
coal. oil, gas and other minerals, if any

4DEFENDANTS.

MAX W. PARKER

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

thence, North 88 degrees 11 02" West - 171.31
feet with the aaid Sturgell property to an existing iron pm at the Southwest
corner of the herein descnbed tract
of land:

2-

JOHN H. DOWNS,ELEANOR G. DOWNS AND
1' S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ND,

Thence. along the North line of Story Street, South 87 degrees
39 minutes 10
seconds West for a distance of 151 98 feet to the point of beginning

JACKSON PURCHASE AGRICULTUFtAL
CREDIT ASSOCIATION

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered
by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 13. 2009, in the above cause, to
satisfy' the Judginent of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $68,311.91
. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway- County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Fnday,
February 5, 2010, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m . local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address
being 1516 South Sixth Street,
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows'
A 0.232 acre tract of land 621 surveyed by Allgood
Surveying Serrices of Murray,
Kentucky. March 1994, located at 516 South Sixth
Street in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky arid being more
particularly described as follows
Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land and rhe
Northeast comer of the Charles Sturgell property,
Deed Book 177, Card 88, said
point being an existing iron pin 485.21 feet North
of the centerline of Sycamore
Street and 25.00 feet West of the centerline of
South Sixth Street:

PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

s 27th day ofJanuary, 2010
Ri•spectfully submitted,

PLAINTIF'I

DEFENDANTS

.411•

Thence, along the West line of Lot 2, South 02 deg-rees 31 minutes
15 seconds
East for a distance of 175 00 feet !Ma #4 rebar weep S3175 set at
the southi•n0
Lorne; of the herein described tract and an the north line of
Story Street:

COMMONWEALTH OF ICENTUCICY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00491

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Legal
Notice

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days,
MIL if sold on a crecht of 30 days. the purchaser
shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price. with the
balance to be paid
in full within thirty i.30i days. with sufficient surety: bond,
bearing interest a,
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in
thirty t30) days A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security
All delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid by the Commissio
ner, but the
property shall be. sold subject to the current year ad valorem
taxes.

curcurr

MARIANNE JORDAN aka MARIANNE CLARK
JORDAN, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT.SPOUSE OF
MARIANNE JORDAN ancia MARIANNE CLARK
JORDAN, MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTR
ATION
SYSTEMS,INC., COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, UNKNOW
N
DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF DANIEL JORDAN ON
MARCH 26, 2008

1

PLAINTIFF

Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COUFtT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY
COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00041

010
Legal
Notice

S. BANK, NA,

:
,pinster Lommissioner

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING. L.P.

010
Lee&
Nottce

COMMONV/EALTH OF KENTUCK1
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALIAJWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00305

NA 3N Al. CITY REAL ESTATE SERVICES
. LLC,
Successor by Merger to National Ctty Mortgage,
Inc..
F.ka National City Mortgage Co.,

MARY L. BEST,

This 15th day of January. 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

010
Lim&
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Cod Action No. 09-CI-00484

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.' 09-CI-00198
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Articles
For Sale

"Come Join a Winning Team"

lEADLINES
Fit 11 IR
Fft.11.
kr. 1 p.111
p.tr,

Pe
,

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR NIANAGERS AND ASSISTANT MANA
GERS
KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7101
Let us combine over forty six years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to a make
a new
addition to our restaurant family.

Trends N
Treasures
1306 S 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted

(270)761-6255

ThiJr 11 1.m.

Appi;arres
KENMOR E
clothes
washer
dryer. Good
working
condition.
$1 00 for both.
753-2590.

Starting Salary

ThUr 1 p.in.

drpends on experience

VISA
•••••

Promotions Fmm Within
Paid Vacations
Must Pass Backgrowid Check

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

Apply:
At KFC restaurant.
or
Send resumes to:

010
Leos'
Notice

(270) 753-1713

maqball@jinfkfc com

.7KY

Fax:(205) 556-9206

PLAINTIFF

DEFENDAN'rs
.he Calloway Circuit
Y the Judgment of the
shall proceed to offer for
oway County, Kentucks
aary 5,'2010, at the hour
ascribed property locate,'
516 Story Avenue,
ed as follows.
h side of Story Street and
rray, County of Calloway,
hitnell Addition to the
id also being Lot I of a
76. Slide 349'2, and being
t of the oenterline
e of Story Street. said
d tract.
04 degrees 01 minute.bar wicap *3175 set at
the southwest comer of
id the South line of th,
h 87 degrees 39 minuts's
wicap *3175 set at ih,

31 minutes 15 seconds
3175 set at the southeast
ne of Story Street;

legrees 39 minutes 10
'f beginning

Temporary Horticultural
Agncultural Labor
2'26-10 tO 11-15-10 KY30394043 3 openings
Stockdale Tree Farrn, Hazel. KY
4-1-10 to 12-22-10 KY30394172 10 openings
Southwest Farms, Murray, KY
3.15-10 to 12-1-10 TN32651232 10 openings
Ellis Farms, Gates, TN
3-1-10 to 11-20-10 TN32651231 6 openinos
R. Carmack, Gates, TN
3-15-10 to 1-15-11 TN8396657 6 openings
Farm Laborer/Nursery Laborer Wage
$7.2548 00 (TN$8.29)HR. 3/4 contract hours
guaranteed, all tools anti equip. at no charge.
Housing provided for those beyond commuting
at no cost. Transportation and subsistence pay.
after 50% of contract completed Transport
daily to workstte. Apply for this job at Me nearest office of state workforce agency in the state.
Using job order numbers above with a copy of
this advertisement. Subject to random drug test
at employers cost.

r.

=ram=
LE R RAY GREAT.
STATE UNIVERSITY
Food Service Opportunities
"
3 Mir Ft"

Cashier: Full-time with tenafes. High school or
GED plus boo years of relate.d experience
required Salary $7 79/hr
Serving Line Worker: Fill-time with benefits.
High school or GED plus six months food service expenence preferred Salary $7 25/hr.
Temporary Food Service Workers: The more
expenence the larger the scope of opportunities Starting at $7 25ae
Apply online & view additional requirements
at: WWW.murraystatejobs.com
Women/minorities encouraged ro apply
An EEO. &CFO. AA employer

restrictions of record
VL Associates on March

bed property bb deed
as being signed on July
if the Clerk of the

credit basis of 30 days.
required to deposit with
"e. with the balance to be
y bond, nearing interest
A lien shall be
nquent taxes shall be
*rent year ad balorem

Full Time Manager Wanted:
Angels Attic thrift store is seeking candidates
for the position of a hill time manager
orrues. - Sat.), starting April 15
*Bachelor's degree preferred: non-profit
expenence a plus
*Salary and benefits negotiable. dependent
upon qualifications.
Job descnption may be picked up at the store.
972 Chestnut St.,Murray, Ky., Tues. through
Sat. from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.. or by requesting a
job description at angelsattic Omurray-ky.net.
Interested persons should submit
1) a cover letter descnbing qualifications
2) a resume of education and experience,
and J) the names and telephone numbers of
three references Malenals should
be submitted to Angels Attic at the above
address or by email

aced in our
ded on our
Dr free!

n

the

Vitus
$35.00
563.00
....... $110.00

All (Sthrr Mail
Sober riptkins
ano.
575.00

1

6%.00
.......5145.00
Vigo

1
WC
— I

_ Zip

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time afternoon LPN position.
We a:so offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucicy. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

Vi'hen accessing the
'help earned- settion
on our slassitinks
wehrage at
munabledger com.
bou will be redirected
jobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appeal sin
this %scissile
HOKeVer
J national
website. nix all listings
on the iishnetwork “airi
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please Lall
us if you have aro.
questions rcg,uding
the Mona, wea
Job listings Thank sou

TEMPORARY # 0
openings: 8 Tobacco,
Hay/Straw & Genera
Agricultural Workers
Needed
Employer:
Jay
&
James Housden Calloway County, KY
Dates:
03/20/201 01 2/20/2010
Wages:
$7.258.00/hour 3/4 of hours
listed on job order
guaranteed.
Work
tools will be provided at
en cost. Free heusing
provided to those who
cannot
reasonably
retum to their perrnanent residence each
working
day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& pertorm all lob specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0393570.

h payment to

hi
040
I' 42071
53-191fi

EXPERIENCED
AR
clerk. full-time, seasonal
Mar-Oct.
Mail
resume to: PO Box
328, Murray.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodi.), ApOy In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

293-2487.Firewood.
FIREWOOD
(270)210-6267 or
(270)226-3845 Pick up
or delivery
Homes For Rent
MOBILE-HOME
fo
ent in New Concord
2BR, 2BA $325/mo
$325/depose.
436-6057

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
requ,red. 753-4109.
NOW taking applica18R, pnce reduced,
tions for Resident
various locations.
Assistants. Must entoy
Coleman RE
working with seniors
753-9898.
Previous expehence a
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
plus. but writ train the
various locations
nght candidate If you
Coleman RE
desire to be part of a
753-9898
dedicated,
caring
2BR duplex, w/appliteam. please apply al
ances & carport, no
Glencale
Place
pets. Call 227-7414
Assisted Living, 905
Glendale
Road. 2BR near MSU, appliances furnished.
Murray.
C/H/A. Coleman RE
SMALL business
753-9898
seeks bookkeeper.
2BR, 2BA, 404 Bambi
rho& position is
Ct North. Call
responsible for pro(270)376-2746
cessing Accounts
(270)841-5653
Payable and reviewing
2BR, 28A, garbage.
job costs, providing
water & cable included.
cash how reports,
$600 month. 1 year
bank reconciliation,
lease. 104 Park St.
maintaining venous
753-9479
fleet record and relatask
for
Debbie Mac or 759ed tax returns. Duties
1509 ask for Steve
also include back-up
for payroll processing.
after 5:00pm.
venous clencal tasks.
2BR, 2BA, no pets
Applicants must have
$500/rent - deposit
minimum 5yrs.
293-5423.
Accounting/Mansion-lent
3BR, 2BA, no pets
expenence.
$700/mo r $700
Requirements also
deposit. 293-5423
include Excel and
3BR, 2BA, very nice.
Maxwell Accounting
1800 Valley Dr.
System. EOE. Send
$700/mo. 753-5344.
resume to: 101 Liberty
4BR, C/H/A, all appliDr., Suite 7, Kevil, KY
ances Coleman RE
42053.
753-9898.

7

Ntip Wanted

DISCLAIMER

Local Mail
mo.

060

HOME based business, unlimited
income, torn my Avon
team. call Kim.
(270)
873-9917
LBL- Homeplace has a
vacancy
for
an
Information Clerk 8:45
to 5pm, 3 to 4 days a
week. every other
weekend and holidays.
Must be self motivated.
have outstanding hospitality. warm
and
friendly personality a
must, and effective
communication skills.
Info Clerk- some computer knowledge and
sales expehence is
preferred Great for
retiree. $7.25/hr. Call
800-455-5897 Sorry,
walk-in inquiries are
not accepted

MOTORCYCLE hel
mets, jackets. boots
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.
270-247-4704

FOR rent 34.x24' beau
ty sal( n with 3 stations.
C/H/A, city
water
Located at 5423 Hwy
641, Hazei. For more
information call
270-293-7746 or
270-293-7747.
Need cash? Like candles? Make money
selling candles, Call
Tem 0 270-331-8585
for info
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repalistipgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 121h,
Murray.
The Place to
Start.... Murray

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

7lloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Eutel cop.-Nasty -A...1

fir

A

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher.
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent basea on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone
492-8721. Mon
R.
Thurs
10-12am. TDD
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/1-1/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash fumished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600

SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
cotild be youra
tor ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

2BR/1BA in city. completely redecorated,
new heating & AC
units, kitchen stove,
fridge, W/D-hookup.
no pets. $450. You
pay utilities. Can
addWasheraDryer
units-extra.
TEL.-270-767-1176

II.
RI.
IAX MD
MILLS
FliSI Of %II KR W.
• CALL
270-293-7314

121S
_Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
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C %RN \110
F'REE
ESTIMATES

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-446'

*Beauty *Safety
*Security
•Ene-rgy Efficient
•Pro Equipment
•Pro Installation
*30 Yrs. Expertence
TIM LEMONS
Irrigation
279-435-4776

(270)873-9916

2009 Hyundai Accent
hatchback under 6.000
miles, 36-42 mpg,
$13.000 10yr/100.000
warranty. 978-2090.
99 maroon Dodge
Stratus, high miles,
salvage title. car in
good shape, asking
$1,500.00 OBO. For
more information contact Michelle a
(270)293-7107

LANDS

& r‘iN

We Finance

110,

530
Services Offered

Du% v% %i

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

harxixar tarrnitai sta-

.... a

530
Services Offered

490

the

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS
•

David's Home
Improvement

(270) 227-9212

&her Damaged
Braces & Floc,
Remodeling

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates.
1414 Oakhill Dr..
145x175. quiet cul-desac Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

NEW 2,100sq.ft. 2BR
2BA. 2 car garage,
county gasAvater nea
Murray, hilltop acre.
$139.000.
270-519-8570

New 24
Bedroom homes in
erileld Estates.
'BG Real Prupert
Professionals
293-7872
RENOVATED
4BR
'IBA home near hospi
tal
Beautiful hard
woodaile floors, sun
room, basement, appli
ances, pew C/H/A,
2.200 sq.ft. $8.000 firs
time
home
buyer
rebate. $79.500.
270-761-1317.
SINGLE FAMILY
HOME $73,000 AND
DUPLEX IN MURRAY
$92.000.
270-293-1446

NEW
CONSTRUCTION
1,480 sq. ft.
Sunset Blvd
S139 000
(270)293-2482

We Bo)
, Houses!
Inimrashate
Oetat Relief"
'selling an Estate
1n fkreolosure
Local Home Buyers
Can Help'
Nu Cost To You
No Equity OK
76I HOME.COM
e270) 761-HOME

•

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring.
. Landscaping &
- 71..eaf-Vaesocinnitip
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 n7-01611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Homei Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Addrtions
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks.
Roofing. Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Since 1986
Res., Cum . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All
- firg or smal!

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, guner
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting. fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
;fume grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

HAWS WAC11
MANACIAWNI• weekly & special pis k
•locally owned/operated

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
liamilton Granite
• & Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

7534K)87
It let 1113”1”.1. 2.1-172'1:T1a, I louts.

LICENSED Electncian,
good work, low rates.
No job to small. Call
270-293-5381 or
270-436-4098.

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do
so at their own nsk.
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor
their activities.

I

101/1,M ROOFING

A Twos

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial Bucker rucl,
Insured

Ot.Lbty viols
3 Lfit- pr,Ce
.

Hill Electric
24 HOUR SEIWICE

kJurS

Will Do Ins,raoce •'. '•
Vise

530
Sentim Offered

3Bed. 2Bath

PREFAIER
MINISTOPAGE
•ins,do
‘'ontr0
storage
•Secunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
eale rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

270-475-4800•81)0-380-4.118

tert-NtNI lett r
i-t,tera,
.stne
^Rah Mai, O
-1.1tertott
preter
tintabon
dl•CrIMIrld
I II, tia-4‘.1 on race

•

,105 •
'

JBL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
aver of I 21 1 & Glendale.
IOW 525 10\15 S40
1270i 436 2;24
I270i 293-h9ile

-

A

HAItItIS

1 ime, Fair
Housing Act Notice

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

30 eis.

DALE RAMS.ISTIONEINAUCTIONEER .11 SWIM aS624
fottatia. NARKS,RROKEIVAUCTIONEER•*SWOT
itamene Mears maussesurestesell
SOUNGEM REA/TURAS, AUCINSSEE11
iNSS St. ILL iS Suggs• %Enfield.. KY 42414g,
or 696A Tembruke Itil. •
11.2.0 .

VI rt .1

753-3853

G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
CeN:(270) 293-4183
9 a m 4 p.m. M-F

9ee
Gowan Pear

Nturras 1 edaet

812 ~nen Ave.

59 59-9854

Cala For Detailed Brochure or Visit: wwwharrisauctions corn

REAL ESTATE TERMS. •
TO
BACS
needed #

L 4"". 1

Electricity

75

Saps Posted'
GRAIN BINS - TOBACCO BARN BUILDINGS
GREAT CALLOWAY COUNTY FAR/A LOCATED ON THE CORNER
Of COOK STORE
TRAIL NEW HWY 80 FOUR LANE & HWY 121' OUALITY
130TTOMLANO,
REAL ESTATE: Tract 1' 1 347 Acres #$,A32 x2( Metai Topacco
Barr Tract 2'
553 Aaes 6(1 x54 Metal Builairg Tract 3' 40 181 Acres
Tract 4* 2 033 kae
w,2 Butler Grain Bins 65 x95 Building w,Large Skiing
Doors 4860 Lean To.
44490 Concrete Building *.Allached 17X35 Old %Wog
Parlor Tract 5' 31 783
Acres Tract 6' 38 404 Acres Tract r 7 037 Acres Tract 8'
7 558 Aaes
REAL ESTATE Wu.BEGIN AT 10-00AM' BUY ANY MAU COMBINATION
OR ENTIRE FoOFErr,

Hybrid
Bermuda
square bales $4.25. 50
or more bale $4.00.
Round bale large-$30,
small-$20.
270-293-3805.
LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times.
Alfalfa,
mixes, grass mixes.
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped
High protein. TDN
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-753E1848 before 9:00pm

All ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control

All sizes to
fit your need,
.
Located by
From radio station

tr-

FARM LOCATION: New Hwy. 80 Four Lane
- Cook Store Trail
& Hwy 121. Murray KY 42071 'Coldwater
Community)
crofts Murray
•

2711-293-7.315

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Nlinislorage

!muted Betueeit
111 K KAY 8:
1111TIELD. la •

430

3BR, 2BA brick. 223 S
12th St. C/H/A, appliances furnished, storage
bldg.,
room
upstairs. 753-3487.

Nice country home, 3
miles North of murray.
3BR, 'IBA, detached
garage, new CHA,
WfD hook-up, hardwood floors, new
remodel, no pets, nonsmoking. lease $550
mo security deposit
Eve 759-1204

IN 8 TRACTS
& COMBINATIONS

IM I t

3BR, 1Bath. 1 car
garage, washer &
dryer, gas heat, located on Coldwater Rd.
near university.
$690/mo. 753-2225

3BR/2BA brick in crly,
quiet residential neighborhood, central-heat
& air, kitchen stove,
fridge. dishwasher,
W/D-hookup,
big
fenced back yard.
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176.

29.90
ACHES

'

HORSE
BOARDIN;
1.1zsrmo. •

2BR brick. appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308

Sports Equipment

Auctior Hee at Tbe Murray Co,intry Club
220-: Wiese Farm Rd Marra, Y 42071
181111.Wintrieussawrisaiastnialimilalitaiwasorwseft

100, round rolls
grass hay Call
731-225-7368 or
7'31 58' 4244

605 E South 12Ih St

Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404

Saturday, February 20th, 2010 CD 10:00 AM

Livestock I Suasiles

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 moles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deci,
with great view. WI)
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Wed 1 p.M

General Nlanagers and Assistant Nlanagers

DOG Obethet
,270)436-2858

NOW LEASING
1 2 & ?bedroom ipts
We E ccept Section
Et vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

VACUUM cleaners.
bags. belts. Jerry
Sporting Goods.
Mayhield.
270-247-4704

(270)519-4729

ML Garage Doors
Installation, Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators. 293-2357

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn, Shingles
(270)804-6884
YEARRY'S Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Don't
FOrget!
If you haNen't picked up a
picture that was used in a
classified special section, you
come by our office during our
business hours and pick it up.
if J r' Mt

‘1

c
c, MI

EDGER IV IIMES
1001 144, handl Ave.
42071
flours: SAM a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1270)753-1916
• 1. lay.itied@murrayledgencom
• NItIrray, KY

411 • WPOrt,t..•t.tn:,. Fchrulii-,2,, 201i;
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Looking Back
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Murra) Ledger & limes

Wife wants to leave husband
but remain part of his family

Yet another use for vinegar
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Jan. 22. a girl to Mr and Mrs
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Dear Abby

Dr. Gott

Contract Bridge

Today In Ulster,

The Saga of Endplay Charlie
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40 Lyricist Lorenz

1 Road -beetles"
4 Coup d'8 Watermelon
leftover
12 Sturdy tree
13 Aswan Dam
site
14 Unmixed
15 Squirmed
17 PTA and NEA
19 Sourdough's
find
19 Rivulet
20 Thorny shrub
23 Boat crane
26 Charged particles
2•7 Pasture sound
28 Dartboard wood
31 Life force, in
acupuncture
32 Chili ingredients
34 Move evasively
35 Cobra cousin
36 -- Enterprise
37 Cheerless
38 Makes light of
2
12

3

41 Ditch
44 Tarzar. companion
46 Healing succulent
47 Tossed trash
52 Ouaullua
speaker
53 Survey finding
54 Banio kin
55 Burma neighbor
56 Fix potatoes
57 Winged insect
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DOWN
1 Swear solemnly
2 Kias' card game
3 Snowmobile
part
4 MIT grad
5 Like some
showers
6 Tavern order
M . Denson
8 Athletic pursuit
9 Lira successor
5

6

7

L

2-3 C 2010 United Feature Syndicate.
inc
10 Syllogism
word
11 Dorm room
item
16 Travels
19 Slant
8

5IR, DO YOU REALL`l I OiDN 7 KNOW
M.ARCIE
THINK I'VE SEEN
IT SEEMS TO ME YOU'RE
CRABBY LATELY 7
CRASEY ALL THE TIME

c

APPRECATE
YOUR DUMB
ATIFTUDE SIR

36

•

•
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n•IINK THAT 5 JUST THE
UJAY YOU ARE TOLERATE
YOU BECAUSE
TPE
PATIENT UNOER5TANOIN6 TYPE

11

17

IP IE. A NI 1,./ 11TSC)
37

10

14

18

I
20
Ell

Answer to Prevlous Puzzle

33
37

lIl

I
40
41

Mill

46
49
52
54

55

57

50

51

20 Costa —
21 Sighs of
delight
22 Prune
24 Make blush
25 Delivery truck
28 Poet — Pound
29 Den
30 The brass, for
short
32 Channel marker
33 Paul Anka's
"— Beso"
37 Clarified butter
38 Tearful
requests
39 Overfeeds
41 Oprah's middle name
42 Forea,m bone
43 Bonkers
45 Egyptian god
47 Hasty escape
48 A Gershwin
49 Massage
50 Make due
51 Sandra or
Ruby

